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About This Journal
CouRaGeouS Cuentos is a journal publication by the Department
of Critical Race, Gender & Sexuality Studies (CRGS) at Cal Poly
Humboldt. The journal is available both in digital commons at:
digitalcommons.humboldt.edu/courageouscuentos/ and as a
printed, bound copy available through Amazon.com.
The works published in this journal are by students who took the
course Ethnic Studies 107: Chican@/Latinx Lives and students in the
Promotorx Transformative Educators Program. Together, students
want to make their stories, their counternarratives, available to
their families, their communities, and any other students who
could relate to their experiences.
The journal is published annually by students in the spring
semester of each calendar year. The editing of the works is a
collective effort by students in the class, students in Ethnic Studies
280: Courageous Cuentos Production, and the instructor of Ethnic
Studies 107: Chican@/Latinx Lives. Every student in the class has the
opportunity to publish their work and do so on a voluntary basis.
Some students submit more than one entry, in addition to visual
art that reflects central themes in each year’s submissions.
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Land Acknowledgement
As a student journal at HSU, we would like to acknowledge that
HSU sits on the land of the Wiyot peoples which includes the
Wiyot Tribe, Bear River Rancheria, and Blue Lake Rancheria.
Arcata is known as Goudi’ni meaning “over in the woods” or
“among the redwoods.” Wiyot peoples continue to remain in
relationship to these lands through ceremony, culture, and
stewardship. They are important parts of not only the history of
this area but also in continuing knowledges of this place.
We encourage those in Wiyot territory to make a contribution
to the Honor Tax (http://honortax.org/), a system set up by
local non-native people as one way to recognize and respect
the sovereignty of the Wiyot people. Though there is no similar
system for other Tribes in the region, we encourage direct giving
to Tribes and Native-led efforts.
You can support such efforts on our campus by supporting
the Native American Studies Department and the NAS Food
Sovereignty Lab (nasp.humboldt.edu/fsl). Take their courses,
attend their programming, and support their community projects
and events.
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Reconocimiento de Tierras
Nos gustaría reconocer que la Universidad Estatal de Humboldt
se encuentra en la tierra de los pueblos Wiyot que incluye la
Tribu Wiyot, Bear River Rancheria y Blue Lake Rancheria. Arcata
se conoce como Goudi’ni, que significa “en el bosque” o “entre
las secuoyas”. Los pueblos Wiyot continúan manteniendo una
relación con estas tierras a través de la ceremonia, la cultura y la
administración. Son partes importantes no solo de la historia de
esta área, sino también de los conocimientos continuos de este
lugar.
Alentamos a quienes se encuentran en el territorio de Wiyot a
hacer una contribución al impuesto al honor (http://honortax.
org/), un sistema establecido por personas no nativas locales
como una forma de reconocer y respetar la soberanía del pueblo
de Wiyot. Aunque no existe un sistema similar para otras tribus
en la región, alentamos las donaciones directas a las tribus y los
esfuerzos dirigidos por los nativos.
Puede apoyar tales esfuerzos en nuestro campus apoyando al Departamento de Estudios Nativos Americanos y al Laboratorio de
Soberanía Alimentaria de NAS (nasp.humboldt.edu/fsl). Realice
sus cursos, asista a su programación y apoye sus proyectos y
eventos comunitarios.
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Introduction

By Nancy Pérez and Marisol Ruiz

Photo writings deepen our knowledge of who we are. Many
times, we cannot express what we feel in writing but a picture
captures what is hidden in the depths of our souls. Through
a Critical Race Theoretical framework, college students and
9th-12th grade students engaged in photo-writings: fotonovelas,
photo reflections, photo essays, poems, photo statement, photo
remembrance, and photo as informative text. Photo writings
were chosen as a genre because we believe it will deepen readers›
understanding of people’s experience, identity, and racial
formation in the US. Photo writings are also a form of micro
affirmative texts. These texts affirm and validate the identities,
existence, experiences, and racial formation of peoples. These
writings are a response to the microaggressions people experience.
These microaggressions have left many scars on people. Whether
microaggressions are intentional or unintentional does not matter.
What matters is harm was committed and that affects people’s
health and well-being. Microaffirmation is a way to protect us
from those harms. Therefore, we believe these micro-affirmative
texts are a form of protection, a form of healing to not only
survive but thrive. Students thrived with one another as they
shared their pieces getting to know each other at a deeper level to
form everlasting bonds of “I see you,” I hear you,” “I share that
experience,” “I will fight with you,” “I will fight besides you,”
“we are community” and therefore “I will be here for you.” Testimoniando with one another is a form of healing because words
on paper must be voiced, shared to release the pain and restore
ourselves.
Through photo writings youth and college students creatively
wrote about their experience in the United States. Each photo
writing builds on the next experience, complicating the racial and
identity formation of peoples. Readers will transcend from the
stereotypical definition of who people are to a multifaceted one.
We conclude that it is through photo writing that we can capture
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how people position themselves, actively contributing to their
intersectional identity and racial formation.
In addition to microaffirmative photo writings, this volume’s
writings also reflect on the spaces and people in our communities
that have created sites of collective learning, mourning, growth,
restoration, healing, and empowerment for our students of
color. Many of the authors pay tribute to their families, friends,
teachers, community leaders, and community organizations.
They honor the many ways they have supported and inspired
their educational journeys, while also highlighting them as
vital knowledge producers as well–the abuelita organizing
around needs in her community; the father who is an apicultor
(beekeeper); the mother who has dedicated 30 years of her life in
el campo, while organizing for worker’s rights; the community
architect who designs buildings that better serve the community;
and the over 80 elementary school children who spoke out against
a mine that was dumping toxic waste in their community. This
is why we decided to feature Julia, a community leader here in
Humboldt who organizes workshops and teaches Mixteco to the
local community in an effort to preserve and grow the indigenous
language. Julia’s teachings inspired by the garden anchor the
writings in this volume. Tachi, Savi, Ita, Itu, Nduchi, Ñuun,
Nimay, Shicoó, Nacuin sandiquitao–they all are integral to our
sustenance and breathe life to our journeys, our movement, our
growth, and most of all, our interconnectedness with each other.
As you read this volume we welcome you all to think about the
complexities of racial formation, complicating the ways in which
we understand our experiences in the United States. We believe
these writings are significant because they showcase how we
can engage the public with Critical Race Theory and deepen our
understanding of the multifaceted identities of our community.
These writings will help us all as a community transcend from the
stereotypical understanding of who we are in the United States,
specifically in Humboldt County.
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Tanicundo
(Greetings)
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In Humboldt, We Learn Mixteco

With Julia
I am teaching the Mixteco language because I want my language
to grow like the kernels in corn which multiply when planted.
Let’s start by learning some words together.
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Chapter 1:
Tachi

(Viento / Wind)
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Cruzando Para Respirar Otro Día
By Josue Alva Morales

Mi padre vino a los Estados Unidos cuando yo tenía 10 días
de nacido. Él cruzó el río bravo y camino por el desierto con
mi mamá y mi hermano Daniel y mi tío. Caminaron por 2 días
sin comida. El dice que tomó agua podrida de un hoyo porque
tenía sed y no había agua. Mi tío me cargo por todo el desierto y
mi padre cargó a mi hermano mayor cuando estaban cruzando el
río bravo. Yo estuve cercas de ahogarme, pero mi padre me salvó
porque mi tío cayó a un hoyo y no podía salir. Al final cruzamos
el río bravo y un amigo nos estaba esperando. Él nos llevó al
estado de Texas a un pueblo que se llama Corpus Christi. El
mismo pueblo de la cantante famosa Selena.
La razón por la cual vinimos a los Estados Unidos es porque yo
estaba enfermo y en México no me podían curar y podría haber
muerto. Mis padres y mi tío decidieron arriesgarse y venir a
Estados Unidos a salvarme la vida. Ellos sacrificaron todo, dejaron
todo para que yo pudiese respirar otro día en este planeta. Y es
por eso que estoy agradecido con ellos, por todo lo que hicieron
por mí. Esto nunca se me va olvidar, una vez estando en estados
unidos fui a un hospital y estuve ahí por tres semanas.
Mi padre y mi tío al llegar a este país tuvieron que obtener tres
diferentes trabajos para así poder pagar todos los gastos. Mi
madre cuidaba de mi hermano mientras yo estaba en el hospital.
Mi padre y tío casi no llegaban a casa porque tenían que trabajar
todo el día. Mi padre era velador y trabajaba en la construcción.
Mi madre no tenía carro y tampoco sabía manejar así que tenía
que ir caminando a las tiendas para comprar comida y era difícil
porque no sabía hablar inglés y tenía que ir a todos lados con dos
pequeños.
Al llegar a este país mi familia tuvo que vivir racismo por el color
de piel, por no hablar inglés o tan solo por su vestimenta, pero
ellos sabían el motivo por el cual vinieron y no se rindieron ni
se iban a rendir por cualquier cosa o tan solo porque la gente los
miraba diferente. Ellos siempre siguieron adelante y lucharon por
lo que querían.
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Después de un año mi padre se enfermó porque trabajaba
demasiado y no comía mucho ni dormía lo suficiente. Mi padre
estuvo enfermo por un par de semanas así que tuvimos que irnos
para Phoenix, Arizona, donde vivía una hermana de mi papá. En
Phoenix él puso una panadería propia y ya no tenía que trabajar
largas horas. Después de vivir ahí por casi 7 años tuvimos que
regresar a México porque el padre de mi mamá estaba enfermo
y podría morir así que mi familia decidió ir a mirarlo. Viví en
México hasta los 13 años. Mi padre decidió regresar a Estados
Unidos por la violencia que vivimos en México temía por nuestra
vidas y seguridad, en ese entonces el narcotráfico estaba muy feo.
Siento que la decisión de mi padre fue buena porque hoy está
peor. Inocentes mueren cada día por estar en el lugar equivocado.
Una vez más, mis padres decidieron embarcar en el viaje a
Estados Unidos porque temían por mi vida. Al narco le gusta
reclutar a varones jóvenes para hacer el trabajo sucio. Esta vez
cuando viajamos a Estados Unidos llegamos a California donde
está casi el 70% de mi familia y ya no estamos solos como la
primera vez que llegamos a Estados Unidos. Aquí en Humboldt
me siento más seguro y a salvo, ya que soy uno de los pocos
jóvenes Michoacanos que pueden tener otro día de vida. No digo
que estoy completamente seguro porque aquí en Fortuna hay
muchos racistas que pueden atacarte por ser Latino. Ojalá que un
día todos los jóvenes podamos vivir una vida libre de violencias.
A life line to the other side
When I was young, my parents saved my life by deciding to come
to the United States. As a baby I was sick and could not get the
help I needed in Mexico. When we arrived in Corpus Christi,
Texas, I was hospitalized. I am grateful for having a chance to live.
My parents worked hard to give us a better life and future.
I returned to Mexico when I was 8 years old because my
grandfather was sick. I lived there until I was 13 years old. At
the age of 13 my parents decided to return to the United States
because there was a lot of violence in Michoacán, and my family
was afraid that something bad would happen to me because I
was becoming a young man. My family decided to migrate again
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to keep me safe and give me a chance to continue living in this
world. This time I went to California where seventy percent of my
family lives.
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“To whom do I owe the symbols of my survival?”
To Childhood, I Thank You
Inspired by Audre Lorde’s question in her biomythography, Zami: A
New Spelling of my Name
By Audriana Peñaloza

The small town of Arvin, so small, people would not know where
or what it is if they were told. From the busy Sunday mornings,
with church goers running around the town to get their errands
done before they got home. To the quiet Saturday nights, as most
knew what was going on in the dark, only being illuminated by a
flickering street lamp.
Grandma’s home. The only pink home on the block that is
surrounded by palm trees. What a sight it is. As my sister and I
run around her front lawn barefoot, my mother and grandmother
are talking on the steps of her house. About what? We never
really knew, but the company was always nice. Especially when
it comes with a side of raspados and elotes, though my sister and
I could never finish ours with our tiny stomachs. No matter if we
finished or not, we were still brought into an embrace by our tiny
stomachs and given kisses. A reminder that we were loved even
then.
The baseball fields that held little league practices and games.
Where in the dugout, my teammate told me that they would make
a homerun for me if I made it to first base. Love as a child is the
most innocent thing in the world. Along with the first heartbreak.
I did not make it to first base at all that game. I do not fully
remember what happened, but I remember crying after he yelled
at me. I remember parents laughing because of how adorable
everything was. But I did not find it adorable. Luckily, the season
ended with him making a home run for me, or so he said. I never
saw him after that.
Driving seven hours straight through city and desert to see my
grandma. I love visiting her. Something exciting always happened
whenever we crossed the border. When the Mexico air entered
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our nostrils, that is when we knew we finally made it. Being
greeted with kisses all over my face and a plate with food I have
missed. We were only allowed out during the day, but that
was okay. It did not stop us from running to the corner store to
bother the store owner until they let us take something without
pay. Running home after to show our families the treasures we
received. Days ended with small talks and our mothers putting us
to bed. The bed that our uncles gave up so that the children would
sleep well. Even then, we were loved.
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Enrique

By Nicholas Mavrolas

I was never the type of person to sit and think about the overall
meaning and impacts of my past experiences. I always carried
a “things happen for a reason” and “you just gotta roll with the
punches” type of mentality. Although I still possess some of these
features, it took a series of unfortunate events to get me to realize
that there is more to life than constantly pushing forward. To
me, death was just something we would all have to go through
at some point in life. Whether it be our own or that of a relative
or close friend, death is inevitable. Yet it is still something nearly
everyone is uncertain about. When will it happen? What happens
after? Is there an afterlife? These are questions I often find myself
thinking about, and although my faith assures me there will in
fact be a life after death, my mind can’t help but wonder.
My relationship with my grandfather was quite different and
unlike the stereotypical movie-like relationship between a
loving old man and a happy go lucky child. All throughout my
childhood, my mother and her siblings painted this godlike
picture of my grandfather, Enrique. Whether it was the time he
wrestled a bull to the ground with his bare hands in Mexico, or
the many times he swam across the freezing waters of Littlerock
Dam with the force of a submarine, the stories were endless.
Yet even after all these stories that placed him beside Hercules
and mammoths, I still just saw him as the little old man that
never took off his cowboy hat and boots. To me he was still just
Grandpa. I recall the times I would sit in his living room and play
with old toy cars and legos as he spoke to my mother about god
knows what, and the time he finally took his cowboy hat off and
let me keep it. I recall hugging him and my grandmother as we
visited them for Christmas Eve every year, while their wrinkled
smiles scolded my mother for not teaching my siblings and me
how to speak Spanish. I knew he was talking to me when he
would switch from fluent Spanish to broken English. He would
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ask about school, baseball, and comment about me growing too
fast. Although, had I been growing as much as he said I was, I’d
be playing for the Lakers right now. As much as the language
barrier limited our communication, the love and respect was
never hindered.
At the age of 83, the only thing that plagued him was bad asthma
and an even worse case of stubbornness. He had finally received
his American citizenship after working nearly his whole adult
life in a country that wanted nothing more than to send him back
to where he “came from”. Still, through all the challenges and
obstacles that were thrown at him, he had achieved marrying
a beautiful woman and bringing six children into the “country
of opportunity”. In the end, all it took was a couple misguided
teenagers breaking into his house to end a life that impacted so
many of us. It was one in the morning on the third of January; I
remember lying in bed and receiving a text from my mother. My
grandfather had been found lying face down in the dirt without a
pulse beside his truck. After hearing his house was being broken
into, he jumped into his truck in hopes of stopping it. His stubbornness had come back to bite him. What was he thinking while
he sped down the road in what would be his final moments of
consciousness? What were his final thoughts? How long did he
lay lifeless on that cold gravel? The EMT found him and used
emergency CPR to revive his heartbeat. Although he was alive, he
never regained consciousness. Compulsions and seizures riddled
through his body as he fought for his life in that never ending
ambulance ride.
I remember walking into the ICU and seeing him lying in the
hospital bed while my grandmother and parents huddled
around him. As the machine above him stabilized his breathing,
I remember being taken aback at how small he looked in that
bed. His shriveled body sank into bed as if it were quicksand,
and his cold pale legs draped across the sheets that seemed to
devour his body. It was also the first time that I could recall seeing
him without his boots on. The thought of him not being around
anymore was something I hadn’t fully accepted nor acknowledged. With every new guest that entered the room, we would
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take our turn blessing him with holy water and praying over
him. We did this every day and every night for about a week;
my mother and her siblings took turns spending the night at the
hospital, fearing he would pass during the night. The day my
grandmother made the decision to take him off the machine and
end the pain of drugs and fluids that the doctors continuously
pumped into his body is a day I will certainly never forget. We
gathered around his bed, said one final prayer, and held him as he
took his last breath. Being a part of something so emotional was
an extremely moving experience. An experience that was moving
in a way I cannot truly understand or define, and although I
hadn’t come to terms with what had really happened, I knew it
was real. Nothing is more humbling than seeing a grown man
weep at the feet of his dead father, or talking to someone who I
knew would not be able to answer me back. As terrible as I was
feeling, I knew my pain did not compare to that of my mother and
her siblings.
It was all so weird to see my mom’s siblings in the same room
again. For years most of them remained distant in the wake of
bumping heads over and over again. It was the first time in years
I had seen a couple of them. It is unfortunate that in the last years
of his life, my grandfather didn’t get to see them reunite and heal
the open wounds that they left on each other. However, I know
he would be proud and filled with joy to know his kids came
together for him in his final days. Seeing my mother and her
siblings laugh and reminisce about old memories put many of us
at peace; they could have handled things much differently if they
hadn’t put their pride aside during all this. It was even better that
my grandmother was able to see her children share emotions and
mourn the man that made it all possible.
I began to think of my own family, and how the passing of my
father would affect my siblings and me. I thought of all the times
we went trout fishing in the Sierras, and all the time we spent
jumping and screaming in front of the TV as the Dodgers and
Lakers played. To me, my father and grandfather had always
been total opposites of each other. However, after everything that
happened and further thinking, I came to a realization that the
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only thing that separated them was age and language. They were
both a couple of stubborn construction workers who left home
at an early age in search of independence and a way to survive;
but they both ended up achieving much more. Overachievers
are what we like to refer to them as. If I was this emotional about
my grandfather, who I had limited interaction with, how would
I handle the death of my own father or mother? The two people
who I’ve spent my entire life with. There’s no way for me to
prepare myself for these events. The only thing I can do is be
grateful to have a good relationship with them and hope they live
long, full lives filled with many more memories.
I find that lately, my mind begins to wander, whether it be while
I’m out with friends or sitting in my dorm room all alone. I find
myself thinking about standing over the hospital bed, or carrying
the casket with my tios towards the gravesite. The death of my
grandfather was so impactful, yet I still don’t understand it. I may
not understand death, but at least I now know how to cope with
it. Sometimes it’s better not to try to move on so quickly. Instead,
find the time to sit down, reflect, relive, and cherish the moments
and memories you have with someone. Acknowledge that life is
too short to stress over minor inconveniences. I learned how easy
it is for life to be taken away. Death doesn’t discriminate or prey
on the weak; death does not wait for the right time or act in the
cheapest manner. Death gives little to no warning and doesn’t
keep emotions or values in mind. Death is as cold as it comes, but
death allows me to enjoy and value the life I am living. Through
my fear and experience with death, my outlook on life changed
drastically. The humbling and emotional experiences that have
been engraved into my head will not go unnoticed as I continue
living. I remember watching the graveyard workers fill in the
lifeless hole with dirt. As the workers packed down the fresh soil
they had just placed on the grave, my father, who was standing
next to me said something I hope I never forget. He didn’t look at
me as he said it, as our eyes were locked on the two men packing
dirt with their shovels. “And just like that…that’s how it ends...
all your hard work, everything you’ve worked for.... a couple of
minimum wage workers throwing dirt on you.”
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Encuentro de Latifundios
By Georgina Cerda Salvarrey

California es hoy nuestro hábitat. Nos trajo el viento. Yo soy de
México. Él es de Turquía.
Turquía y México. Tierras distantes, aunque no distintas. Y en
ellas, dos camaradas buscando terreno neutro, un suelo fértil para
sembrar, sembrar un poco para luego esparcir.
México y Turquía. Dos cultivos lejanos, alimentados del mismo
sustrato que hace surgir jardines con similares especies de flores y
malezas.
Monterrey, Nuevo León. Mi nana árida. Es tóxica, es Monterror.
Es un paraje hermoso rodeado de magníficas montañas en donde
se erige una de las ciudades más feas que he podido presenciar.
Fea y aspiracionista. ¿A qué aspira? Al pasto verde y abundante
que la deslumbra desde el norte. La contaminación, la división de
clases y el clasismo tan palpable pulsan en cada vena de la ciudad.
Su corazón es la gente, pero la ciudad está enferma, tiene cáncer.
Turquía, un piso impenetrable, autoritario, donde no hay espacio
para respirar, siquiera para ser.
California tierra neutra, tierra que ofrece. Espacio para crecer,
compartir y trabajar. Región que intentamos surcar para estrechar
lazos con otros seres humanos. Aún no echamos raíces, es difícil
echarlas en campos irrigados con la sangre de tus hermanos.
Aquí no soy nativa ni endémica, no tengo social ni mica, y es por
ello por lo que algunas veces te descubres deteniendo tu mirada
en lo que consideras plaga. Se que llegará el día en que la solidaria
simbiosis aparezca. El día que la consciencia del miedo inoculado
llegará a nuestros tallos, a nuestros pétalos y a nuestras raíces. El
día que empezaremos a emerger en suelo justo y dejaremos atrás
las regiones plagadas del más exacerbado individualismo.
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Never One Place

By Julian-Lenin Contreras

A sense of community is something that I’ve struggled with
having and finding. Early on, my living situation changed
between being with my mom and being with my dad. For this
reason, making friends with kids from the neighborhood was
very difficult. Up until I was nine, I had been going to the same
school. When I turned nine, I moved in with my mom, and I
no longer felt like I had a community. Kids knew each other
for far longer than I had, and it made me feel like an outsider. I
ended up being content with this. I felt OK with being friends
with these new folks throughout the rest of my life, but then, at
thirteen years old, I moved back in with my dad and changed
schools again. The good thing was that I was back at one of the
houses I used to live in. The kids in my father’s neighborhood
ended up becoming my friends in school. Once again, I thought
that was it. This would be my community. I had a place to call
home. Things change quickly and unexpectedly. We moved
again when I was fifteen. That’s where I ended up finishing
school before coming to HSU. I’ve changed and grown, and in
retrospect, community isn’t really about the place where you live;
it’s about the people and culture. That epiphany is because of this
class and retrospect.
Though Oxnard is no longer where I live, I still feel like Oxnard is
my home, and there is a lot about the town that I love, regardless
of whether other people think the love is warranted. I always felt
safe, and felt like, for all its flaws and all its little issues, it was
the town I belonged to. It’s where I was raised and where I made
my dearest friends. Oxnard is wonderful; the weather is almost
always flawless, and the people are welcoming. I don’t think I
ever felt afraid walking the streets of Oxnard, it was home for
me. Oxnard will always be regarded as my hometown and part
of my identity. The contrast between living there and living in
Woodland, where I went to high school, was always obvious to
me since there is a much smaller Latino community here. That
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didn’t change how I felt about it, or who I made friends with; I
always made friends with good people over people most akin
to me, but it always felt strange. I had grown accustomed to
being around Latinos, even when visiting family in San Diego.
Community comes from the people, though. No matter where
I’ve lived, I’ve loved the people; all the friends I’ve made are
held very close to my heart. This class gave me many pieces
of media that I felt helped me learn about community and the
Latinx experience. The film Mosquita y Mari and the article
“Finding Sequins in the Rubble” resonated with me the most. I
found myself relating to Mari. The film does a good job with
her character. She seems defensive and reclusive early on but
comes to warm up to Yolanda. I really felt like this was a good
projection of how I felt every time I moved. She acts like a teen
the whole time, still anxious for the future but like a teen, free and
youthful. I appreciated the film as I felt like Mari’s character is a
good representation of what it’s like to move around, find friends,
and eventually settle in. In that same way, I found my home and
where I felt I belonged.
Home is where the heart is. My heart is with the people who love
me, my friends and family. While Oxnard is my hometown, it
doesn’t mean that’s where I feel the safest. I feel the safest when
I’m with my friends and family. My friends have proven to me
constantly that I am loved. They are probably some of the best
people. In a way, they are my home. It doesn’t even matter how
far away they are; we’re connected through technology, and even
if we weren’t, we’d still be friends. I enjoy their company to the
fullest and I can be myself with them. That doesn’t mean I don’t
reminisce about Oxnard; it is my hometown, after all. I know
my way around most of the town, and revisiting is always so
much fun. I never feel out of place, like I used to. After leaving, I
realized how much I belong and that I’m going to find judgment
no matter where I go. It’s just the way people are. Most recently,
discovering my sexuality has given me another place to explore.
I’ve received so much love from those in the LGBTQ+ community.
For once, in my life I feel I belong somewhere right away. It’s a
new sort of home for me. If no one else is there for me, I know that
I will find some respite from queer folks.
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The issues Woodland and Oxnard face are the same issues seen
all over America. Those issues consist of homelessness and hate.
I don’t think there was a single day in Oxnard where I wouldn’t
see a homeless person on my ride home from school. I could say
the exact same for Woodland. The comment Yolanda’s father
made on poverty not being exclusive to Mexico (53:40) shows that
the issue is truly universal. It doesn’t matter where you go; it’s
something most, if not all, communities share. For Oxnard, the
hate was blatant. I remember that a few of the Oaxacan students
were harassed and made fun of at school for being Oaxacan. It
was especially confusing since most of the harassment came from
other Latinos. It’s just racism, plain and simple. In both Woodland
and Oxnard, I’ve seen queer folks harassed for who they are or
made to feel unsafe, mostly by their own families. They rebel,
like L. J. Roberts, or Cristobal, as described in “Finding Sequins
in Rubble” by Francisco Alvarez, through aesthetics, art, and
expression. The issue persists. It’s a prominent issue, and it’s not
exclusive to Latinx folks, but I have many more closeted Latinx
friends than anyone else. The internet is something that I think
has come to the benefit of all queer folks. They’re given a discreet
place to be themselves, and it’s something we take for granted.
The movement behind the article and what it’s titled after,
“Finding sequins in the rubble,” is described as an “...emancipatory mode of being and belonging in the midst of the rubble, literal
and metaphorical, of their lives,” (Alvarez 620). It has become
more generational in my eyes. Millennials and Gen Z feel like
they have to pick up where the Baby Boomers left us, in a world
of hate and panic, but these foundational environments where
queer folks have lived this whole time have sprouted into who we
are today. In that way, the effort to create a framework for Latinx
queer folk was successful, and we have our predecessors to thank.
In a sense, their history is our own and gives me inspiration to
build my own history.
Most of the history I know about Oxnard was given to me by
my grandparents. Most of which has been about how the town
has physically changed and how the people have generally been
kind folk. It’s mostly verbal, and I don’t know the majority of
it. Most of my friends are first generation, so even from them I
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couldn’t get a good grasp on Oxnard’s history. As for Woodland,
my step-grandparents and stepmom mostly speak about physical
changes to the town, and not too often about the community, so I
assume the history is passed down verbally as well.
Finding my sexual identity has contributed to this, feeling loved
by those who support how I live and who I love has helped.
Classes like Ethnic Studies 107 have helped me identify my
community and the place where I belong, which is to say, with
those who will love me. I never saw myself as anything other
than me, but I think saying I belong wherever I am is becoming a
comforting thought to me.
Works Cited:
Guerrero, A. (Director). (2012). Mosquita y Mari. [Film]. Indion
Entertainment.
Alvarez Jr., E. F. (2016). Finding Sequins in the Rubble: Stitching
Together an Archive of Trans Latina Los Angeles. TSQ:
Transgender Studies Quarterly, 3 (3-4), 618-627.
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When Do I Matter

By Romell E. McCalpin-Carter

Do I matter when it’s a nice sunny day and all my friends can
see my smile as a reflection of a rainbow? NO
Do I matter when its February and my blackness is celebrated
when every other month its terrorized? NO
Do I matter when its Pride and my sexuality is validated but
my fatness is viewed as unworthy to be free? NO
Do I matter when I self-identify as non-binary and when I’m
misgendered someone “comes to my rescue”? NO
Do I matter when it’s 2 a.m. and another person who I see in
me is dead on the scene and I cry silently when staring at the
screen? NO
Do I matter when I go on a dating app and a man finally tells
me I’m beautiful yet tells me I would be more valuable if I
change for them? NO
Do I matter when I get a degree so I don’t end up in poverty? NO
Do I matter when a system that was never made for
me hasn’t beat me into submission? NO
Do I matter when my family finally tells me they love
me after years of telling me I’m worthless? NO
I matter because I said I matter and whether I must
tell myself once a week, once a month, or maybe even
once a year. I have to say I matter because at any
point someone with power can say that I don’t.
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Comfort Zone
By Taylor Christie

In all the years you go to school in the same place,
with all the same people, you learn things.
You know who your friends are, who the teachers are,
where everything is.
You are comfortable.
At my old school, I knew who my friends were.
I knew who I liked and who I didn’t.
I knew everyone’s names, what grade they were in, who they
hung out with.
I was comfortable.
I didn’t know how comfortable I was until suddenly, I wasn’t
November of 2020, I moved from Oregon to California.
Nothing I could control, nothing I could change.
I did online school my entire junior year, something I regret now.
August of 2021, I came to Eureka High School.
I was so excited to be at a new school, with new people,
new teachers, new everything.
I was so excited to finally be a senior in high school,
less than a year away from graduating.
I was so excited until suddenly, I wasn’t.
Everyone already knew everyone else.
People already had set their cliques and knew
where they stood with people.
They already knew everything.
I didn’t. I was an outsider.
Suddenly, I was very uncomfortable.
I tried reassuring myself that things would get better.
I had moved schools before, and everything turned out fine then.
I tried to comfort myself, telling myself I just needed time.
I remembered then that I was a senior,
less than a year away from graduating.
I realized soon enough that there was no time.
I’ve been here for five months, and I think things are better.
I don’t really know if I have friends,
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though I would like to think I do.
I couldn’t even name all the people in my classes,
let alone anyone outside of them.
People still look at me a certain way,
but most of them don’t talk to me.
You would think I see everything, being on the outside;
a wallflower with an unbiased lens.
The reality is, I don’t see anything.
I see people but know nothing about them.
I hear names but can’t connect them to anyone.
I know stories but not the people in them.
At some point, I had to accept my situation.
Obviously, being new, I’m going to feel like an outcast.
These people have been going to school together for years,
I can’t change that.
Soon enough, I came to peace with it.
Without knowing it, I had found comfort in being on the outside.
I was in my own space, my own bubble, my element.
I had found my comfort zone.
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Change Comes from Anywhere
By Emely Ortega

My abuelita is the kind of person who helps anyone and everyone.
She is the prime example of role models and how change comes
from anywhere. My grandma is very involved in the community
and regularly handmakes different kinds of clothing for members
of the community. She also “steps” in as representors in school
for children whose parents/family are unable to be present. My
abuelita’s name is Maria and if you ever need help she comes
running.

“Lo mejor de vida es ayudar nuestra comunidad”
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Mis Lugares Favoritos
By Alexis Santos Pacheco

Yo nací en Guanajuato México, pero ahora estoy viviendo en California, Estados Unidos. Mi casa en Guanajuato es mi lugar favorito, porque es mi primer hogar y es el lugar donde crecí durante
doce años y medio. Tengo muchas experiencias ahí tanto buenas
como malas, aunque algunas intento olvidar. Siempre que estoy
ahí me siento muy libre para hacer muchas cosas que en otro lugar no puedo hacer, como manejar mi cuatrimoto. Mi padre tiene
cerca de 16 hectáreas de terreno y esas 16 hectáreas de terreno
mi padre, hermanos y yo las cultivamos con maíz, alfalfa, trigo, y
avena. A pesar de que nunca nos faltaba la comida en la mesa, era
una vida difícil porque a veces la cosecha no iba bien o se descomponía algo y teníamos que arreglarlo y es así como se acababa el
dinero. Lo cierto es que, yo era feliz en México a pesar de todo,
pero sentía que México no me ofrecía lo que yo estaba buscando,
que era estudiar en una mejor escuela para algún día ser alguien
importante como programador y productor de música.
Cuando nos mudamos a California fue impactante para mi
porque todo era muy diferente como las casas, los árboles, el
clima, y en general todo era diferente, además aquí si hay mar y
donde yo vivía no hay. A mi me gusta mucho California porque
desde pequeño siempre fue mi sueño vivir aquí, bueno realmente
no me importaba el estado que fuera, solo quería vivir en estados
unidos, pero ahora que estoy aquí no lo cambiaría por otro lugar
porque ya es como mi segundo hogar. Mi lugar favorito en Humboldt- aun no lo he encontrado. Aunque hasta el momento mi
lugar favorito ha sido mi cuarto, donde duermo y donde pasó la
mayoría de mi tiempo. Siempre que estoy en mi cuarto me siento
muy cómodo, especialmente cuando escucho música y veo anime.
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Ni De Aquí, Ni De Allá
By Brian Rodriguez Barroso
Ni De Aquí…
It was the summer of 2021 and like every other summer I was
working with my dad and his crew of Latinxs, as usual working
in landscaping and construction we were dirty and sweaty. My
dad introduced me to his boss who seemed to stereotype all of us
because of our appearance. I had been stereotyped a lot before but
this one caught me off guard and hit me hard….
Dad: Hey this is my other son Brian, he speaks perfect English and
can translate for us.
Boss: Does he really? No he doesn’t, he doesn’t look like he does.
Dad: Yeah he does, Dile algo.
Me: What do you want me to say?
Boss: Oh you can, I didn’t think you could since your dad always
brings around Hispanics that can’t speak or understand English.
I firmly looked directly at him and turned my back to his
judgmental stare and ignored his explanations of why he thought
I could not speak English.
…Ni de Allá
Como un joven nacido en los Estados Unidos con sangre
Mexicana, pero sin raíces que me aten personalmente a México
yo me críe a un estilo americano. Así que mis familiares luego
me estereotipan como güero por la forma en que me visto, por
no comer chile, por preferir hablar el inglés sobre el español y
porque las costumbres no me interesan. ¿Te molesta que te digan
güero? Güero me dicen y yo solo los miro y me doy la media
vuelta ignorando sus risas burlescas. ¡Porque al final yo soy único
y nunca podrán hacer lo que yo hago!
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Chapter 2:
Savi

(Lluvia / Rain)
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Soy Indígena

By Tania Estrada Rodriguez

I am my ancestors,
fulfilling their wishes to
move past the limitations,
despite all the hurt and
pain they held.
I am my ancestors,
que lucharon y
crearon lo más bello.
Yo soy indígena,
la belleza de mis rasgos físicos
son una extensión de los dones
de mis antepasados.
I am my ancestors,
resilience and strength
to fight for it all.
I am my ancestors
wildest dreams,
Estamos aquí,
no se te olvide
My ancestors preach,
reaching out in hopes
that I have not forgotten
who I am. Yo soy indígena,
y lo repito celebrando
la belleza y fortaleza
de mis antepasados.
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My Asianness
By Mia Page

I painted this self-portrait in response to the targeted killings of
Asian women during the Atlanta shooting spree in March 2021.
My Asianness has brought confusion, embarrassment, frustration,
shame, and fear into my life, but it has also given me joy, pride,
gratitude, love, and hope. While it is still difficult to find my
place in this world, I made this painting to embrace my Japanese
identity and the rich heritage I come from.
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Mujeres en Arquitectura
By Elizabeth L. Rubio

I remember taking the school bus in high school. The ride
would take several freeways, and over an hour each way. And
I remember feeling the difference between South Central (or
South Los Angeles, as it’s known now) and the place where my
school was. I wondered what it must be like to live in one of these
beautiful houses with palm trees and grass in the yard. . . No bars
on the windows. . . No run-down buildings or vacant lots.
I could see the difference, but I could feel it, too.

I took college prep courses that the schools in LA didn’t offer.
We had film classes and digital imaging and architecture.
I learned to design on computer software,
we had the technology right there in the classroom.
The absence of these things in the South Central schools spoke
LOUD AND CLEAR:  
“You’re not worth it”.
That’s what the school district was saying to us.
So we organized. We did our research.
We involved our community.
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We eventually sued LAUSD.
We created change.

I didn’t think I wanted to pursue architecture. I did well in class,
but I wanted to be an astronaut, not an architect.
But there was this competition for high school students from
all over California. The other students should have had the
advantage. Their parents probably went to college. They had their
own bedrooms, houses with yards. They didn’t have bars on their
windows.
But. . . They didn’t win. I did.
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That was the moment that I realized the potential impact I could
make with my designs. Fast forward some years and I have
been involved (and taken the lead role!) in so many meaningful
projects. Like renovating the community center. OR renovating
abandoned buildings into permanent supportive housing.
We invite community members to tell us: “How can this building
best serve you?” We hold meetings. We print our drawings and
hand out markers. Show us what you need. Draw it. Write it
down.
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Once, we built models that people could touch, a kitchen, a
conference room, the different parts of the building, and asked,
“how would you construct this?”
We design, but our community inspires.
Today, with each new project, we still reach out and ask. How will
this building serve you? What will it mean to you? How can this
building feel more like home?
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Did You Know?
There are 116,000 licensed architects in the
USA. 1.8% are Latinas.  
0.9% are Latinos.
On average, it takes 12.3 years to complete the path to licensure.
This story is based on Catherine Hernandez. You can see more of
her projects on Instagram @hoodarchitect
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Junction City: From Our Past Selves to Future
Generations
By Melissa Nielsen

What I remember the most from growing up in Moab, Utah is
the expansiveness of the desert. To be able to grow up in a place
where you could go outside and find an adventure was transformative. Coming from Long Island, I always felt claustrophobic,
the stores were crammed into the houses and the signs of people
went on forever. However, I didn’t feel boxed in while in the
desert.
In the desert, there were numerous places to choose from: a giant
culvert up a canyon was a favorite spot or driving up to Sand
Flats where you could encounter tourists that were usually older
men that were generous with their alcohol. Often people would
throw raves in the desert because it was so isolated from police
and parents.
I knew that when it was time to raise my own children that I
would want them to be able to have a childhood that isn’t really
possible today anymore. I wanted them to be able to run around
in the woods for hours, to take the dog with them down to the
creek to catch crawdads, and to let their imaginations run wild.
I wanted them to get covered in mud and play as loud as they
wanted without the rules imposed by neighborhoods. I felt like
kids need places to feel free.
When it came time to choose a place to be and exist, I chose
Junction City. Despite the name city, there are only a few places
in the whole community. Towering over the community is
the Trinity Alps Wilderness Area. There is the Junction City
Store that shares the same building with the post office, there
is an abandoned cafe across the highway and a storage unit. A
volunteer firehouse, a grange building, a school and a Buddhist
Retreat Center finish out the rest of the town.
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The Trinity River is a common thread that connects Junction City.
Flowing through the center of “town”, the river is the lifeblood
of the community. The waters provide for the salmon and fishing
guides, the marijuana grows, and gives a template for the 299 to
follow. The river can also be unforgiving, washing away river
banks and claiming the lives of several people a year. Local legend
says it is not safe to swim until 3 white people have drowned
or fed the river as some sort of trade off for eons of colonization.
Whether or not there is truth to the legend, I don’t swim until it
happens.
This seemingly idyllic life is not without strife. Our community
has always gone without. We are a poor county and often
forgotten about. Our addresses do not align with census data
so when it comes to funding our schools, we are essentially
uncounted. As a community, we have learned to make it on very
little. We have regular fundraisers for local children to go on field
trips or gain scholarships for college and all community functions
are usually all out parties at our local grange hall. It is there that
we all came together to discuss the rock quarry that had begun to
destroy the quiet life we sought out.
The Smith Pit Mine had been there longer than I had but when
I first moved to the community, it was nothing more than a pile
of rocks. There were no signs of life and it is my understanding
that it was slated to be a restoration project in 1997. The tailings
were to be removed and the land would be reclaimed. This never
came to fruition and after a large rock slide over 500,000 tons of
hazardous slide material was illegally brought in. Administrators observed that over 100 trips by dump trucks past the K-8
elementary school. The frequent use of jake breaks as the trucks
headed toward the school would send screeching through the
classrooms. A cloud of dust covered the yellow lines on the
road. This road was the only exit for over half the town and for a
community of 1000 people to now have hundreds of trucks on a
five mile stretch of country road was unbearable.
As the pit mine changed hands, the operation grew larger. The
unpermitted work continued with no oversight or regulation
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from the planning department. A rock crusher was brought
in to break up material and make more rocks available for the
production of cement. The Smith Pit Mine no longer resembled
the reclamation project it was slated as. Neighbors would
complain of the sound of the rock crusher waking them at six
am on Saturday mornings. The windows in their homes would
vibrate from the noise. We learned of dangerous levels of lead
being released into the air from the rock crushing and moving of
materials. All of these activities would occur less than a quarter of
a mile from the school.
We are a community that was observed organizing unlike
anything that fire and police crews had seen. When the Helena
Fire ravaged over 100 homes in our community, we were banned
together. Neighbors stayed behind or snuck behind the fire
lines to fight the fires at homes that were deemed to “let burn,”
saving neighbors’ homes who didn’t have the money, energy, or
insurance to rebuild. Neighbors floated down the Trinity River
on rafts full of supplies to get behind the fire lines to supply
those who stayed behind with food, medicines, and gasoline for
generators.
The Smith Pit Mine would have to contend with this. We survived
the fire and we knew how to organize around a cause. Phone
calls were made, petitions were signed and meetings were held.
Despite being a small community mislabeled a city, Junction City
residents packed the planning department meetings. Reading
complaints, citing laws, and providing photographs of an
expanding unpermitted operation that had become a full-fledged
enterprise.
Over 80 students at the Junction City Elementary School wrote
letters to the Planning Commission discussing the impact on their
education and their lives in general. My children were among
those that spoke. My oldest son, at 13, took on the validity of the
sound study that was done. He brought to the attention of the
commission that the decibel range measured was inaccurate as
it was comparable to running a vacuum cleaner, something that
would not reach the neighbors from miles away.
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I read the following to the commission:
Dear Planning Commission,
I own an adjacent property to the mine. I have 4 children that attend the
elementary school. The mine is operating outside the limits of its original
use permit and it is to the detriment of my community. Red Hill Road is
the only exit in an emergency such as a fire and it has been compromised.
The road is no longer safe for our children to ride bikes to school and
the disregard for the community in general is appalling. When I bought
my property in 2010, the mine was not operating in the same manner.
Satellite imagery confirms the growth and development of this area far
beyond what a potential buyer could ever imagine. As a result, selling
would be nearly impossible. The exposure of lead to my children at the
site of their school is criminal. As planning commissioners, you have
an obligation to this community to regulate the mine. We deserve the
country lifestyle that we envisioned when we settled here. If I wanted
to live near an industrial eyesore, I would have moved somewhere with
more amenities. As people that live in Junction City, we forego some
amenities for that peace and tranquility. We do not forego the oversight
of a planning commission.
Respectfully,
Melissa J. Nielsen
As a result of the outcry from Junction City residents, the Planning
Commission voted to revoke all permits of the Smith Pit Mine.
Junction City had won. Despite not being able to gather in
celebration due to the pandemic, we know that looking ahead,
there will be grange dances, ribbons wrapped around our may
pole and a community with our own “kick-it spot.”
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Cold is Warm
By Axeri Ramirez

She waited for the bus to arrive in the uncomfortable gray
weather. 7:25 a.m. The bus should come in four minutes like she’s
calculated many times before. The sound of air screaming through
the rusty engine alerted her that the bus was right around the
corner. She quickly nonchalantly fixed her hair. She didn’t know
it then, but no one cared how she looked. She got in line and
entered the yellow bus. The smell of different status entered her
nose. Must and sweat, she often felt like she was drowning and
had to fight to breathe. She sat down and placed her head on the
window. Her mom waved her goodbye, she smiled to herself. She
knew her mother worked her life away to a schedule from eight to
five. So why did she feel embarrassed when her mom came with
her to the bus stop? Maybe it was because she came in pajamas.
Maybe it was because her “friends” could see her mom from the
bus. Maybe it was because her mom would wake up too tired to
do her hair. Maybe it was because of all of them. Only she knows
why, that is, if she even knows herself.
She waved her mom goodbye and kept her eyes on her until she
couldn’t see her anymore. She watched as she passed the same
streets she had memorized by now. Like a maze, she knew what
street could take her out. Minutes passed silently but slowly. The
glass from the window was now warm from her head. The streets
were wet and cold. She blinked and saw her cousin on the street.
She hadn’t seen him in months, she had missed him. She grew up
with him, he was more of a brother to her than a cousin. Strange,
the streets were passing but he stayed. Wherever her eyes landed,
he was on that street. A man, no, a teenager, she couldn’t make
up her mind. She watched this person come up to her cousin and
stab him in the stomach. He ran and left her cousin on the wet
floor. Warm blood and cold water mixed on the ground. Now he
laid on the ground and was passing with the street. She turned
her head until she couldn’t see him anymore. Confusion, worry,
disbelief, fear and shock soaked up her whole body. She tried to
look back but couldn’t see anything anymore. She looked ahead at
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the old brown seat. It was getting harder to breathe, she had never
experienced that type of fight for air. Did no one else see that?
“Hey move your bag.” The sound of those words grabbed her by
the hand and returned her back to reality. Was she still sleepy?
She looked up to a familiar face. Weirded out but decided to act
normal, she moved her bag. “What were you thinking about?
You look so depressed.” He said as he sat down next to her. She
looked down at her Converse and decided to not tell him. He
might think she was a weirdo or mentally unstable.
“Nothing, just spacing out.” She felt the vibrations of her voice.
She wasn’t dreaming. She was daydreaming.
“Dude, I literally space out all the time, it’s kind of relaxing. Yo,
but guess what happened yesterday?” She shook off the incident,
she convinced herself she was just daydreaming nonsense. The
rest of the day was filled with crumbs of happiness and joy. The
joy you experience everyday but don’t pay attention to. She
walked home by herself, she listened to the earth talk but couldn’t
understand it just yet. Black dirty Converse mixing in a dirty
but clean puddle of rain. She remembered the secret shortcut
her cousin showed her when he used to walk her home every
day. Memories melt in and she remembers the times filled with
adrenaline and laughter.
¨Okay these apartments,¨ her cousin tells her, smiling with his
two dimples that always formed on the side of his face. ¨Wait, is
it? No-yeah it is. Always remember that it›s the blue apartments
okay?¨ His face was smothered with excitement as he spoke.
Confused but intrigued she answered, ¨What is it?¨
¨A shortcut to our apartments, come look,¨ he walked on the
property›s lawn and quickly walked towards the backyard. She
followed, scared of getting in trouble, his legs were longer than
hers, so she picked up the pace. ¨Come on hurry!¨ He said smiling
as they both ran closer to the broken fence. Completely intruding
without a warning. Two kids laughing off adrenaline and
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excitement. As they were running the screams of an angry man
echoed into the backyard.
¨You stupid kids.¨ She couldn›t see her cousins face but without
of doubt she was sure he was smirking. She was scared but ran
faster to the fence. They both walked over the broken fence into
their apartment›s backyard and ran to the front.
¨See? Shortcut.¨ He was out of breath but she could tell he loved
the adrenaline that danger contained. Even though they were both
younger back then, she knew he was a special person.
Now she always smiled as she walked past the blue apartments,
old times she knew to cherish. She got home, ate, watched a
screen for four hours, took a shower and slept.
She smelled that same smell again, grey, cloudy, used. She looked
at her mom next to her and told her goodbye. She got on the
bus and chose a seat where she could be alone for the next forty
minutes. She waved her mom the last goodbye as the bus started
again. Another day in the maze, the streets always looked the
same. The trees were the only sign of life but during this time
all the trees were tired. Different day but with the same routine
as the day before. She watched as the sun slowly conquered the
sky silently. At a bus stop, she saw her cousin walking on the
sidewalk again. She watched him, confused, is this happening
again? In the corner of her eye she saw the man with the hoodie.
Her heart started to heat up, the bus driver uninformed waiting
for kids to arrive. The guy went up to her cousin and stabbed him.
He fell and in no time the warm mixed with cold. She screamed in
her head, the bus was leaving him. She watched him slowly fade
as the bus driver drove. She was not going to leave him there, this
time she was going to do something. Without thinking she yelled
at the bus driver to stop and explained to her she had to get off.
The bus driver let her off and she ran off back to her cousin. She
didn’t look back, she ran so fast she arrived at his side in no time.
She held him and looked at the red that was surrounding them.
She was too small to pick him up but she held his back to try to
prevent him from drowning in his own blood.
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¨Hey!¨ She looked at him but couldn›t see his face clearly, she
looked around to find the bus gone. ¨Help! Please help him!¨ She
yelled so loud but the streets were deaf.
She woke up. 6:50 am. A nightmare. She controlled her breathing,
the dream felt too real. She calmed down, got ready for school and
woke her mom up. They walked to the bus stop, she was scared
but didn’t want to tell anyone about her weird imagination. She
saw her cousin again but this time she was daydreaming. The
same scenario happened, all she could think about was her cousin.
This went on for one week or two, she stopped counting. She later
thought it was a weird daydream she created because of shows
she watched and stopped worrying. Several days later she walked
back to her home with the same dirty chucks. She noticed a lot
of cars parked outside her apartment building. She only had two
neighbors and one of them was her cousin’s family. She entered
her home to find a lot of kids playing in the living room. Her mom
and dad weren’t home so she figured there was a party next door.
Although she was in her last grade of elementary school, she
thought she was grown enough to see what the adults were doing.
She walked out of her apartment and knocked on her aunt’s door.
Family friend opened and she peeked in to see sad faces. The
woman didn’t say anything to her but let her inside. There were a
lot of people inside, she was confused why they were crying. She
walked to someone she knew who was on the couch and asked
what was going on. He told her to ask her mom, that she should
tell her. So she left and made her way to the kitchen to find her
mom. She found her aunt crying as she hugged her nephew, he
was also crying.
¨I told him, tía. I told him to stay out of that stuff,¨ he said breaking
down as her aunt nodded but couldn’t answer. She looked to her
right and saw her cousin´s sisters and her mom.
¨Mom, what happened?¨ she said observing her mom cry. Her
mom said no with her head and told someone she shouldn›t
know. There was talk for a second and soon the girl found herself
in her cousin›s room. She looked at the made bed that she and
her aunt made for her cousin when he came back. It looked
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untouched, she sat on the bed and looked at her cousin›s black
converse next to his closet. Her cousin›s sister, L, was there too,
she had tears running down her face without needing to blink.
¨Hey mija um,¨ L controlled her voice before she spoke again, she
kneeled down to look up into the girl’s eyes. The girl could tell
she was trying her best not to cry. ¨You know my brother uh- he’s
well, he’s not here anymore mija. He’s in a better place than here,
somewhere where he’s probably more happy.¨ The girl oddly
understood but wanted to act strong for L. ¨Some bad people took
him from us- they killed him. I know this is something so strong
but we can’t lie to you, so please know we are all going to get
through this okay?¨ L looked into the girl’s eyes. The girl wasn’t
crying but instead looked into her eyes. ¨ Mija, are you okay?¨ The
girl nodded and got off the bed. ¨Ok, let’s go outside,¨ L watched
as the girl opened the door and walked out. The girl walked into
the living room and left. She went back home and climbed her
bunk bed. She put an object under her pillow and prayed to God
that when she woke up she wouldn’t find that object under her
pillow. She hoped it was all a dream.
¨God, please,¨ she said. She heard the kids play in the living room
but she was completely alone. Now that it was only herself, she
let go. She cried so hard her eyelids felt like sandpaper. She kept
talking to god, praying it was all a dream and that this wasn›t true.
She still couldn›t believe it, she was certain he was still out there
somewhere. Were all those daydreams a warning, a sign? She
cried until she couldn›t, darkness took over and she woke up the
next day. She looked at the ceiling and talked to God once more.
She slowly reached under her pillow. It wasn›t a dream.
Now six years later, I still wonder if I could have changed the
outcomes. His birthday is coming up again. He would’ve been
22 years old. His name was Jesus Garcia, they took him away on
December 17, 2014. Three people, one teenager. Gang related. To
everyone else it’s just another case number, another sad story of
the dangers of gangs. Joining a gang doesn’t just affect you, it
affects the whole family. When someone gets killed, their family
members die that same day too.
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I hate the what-ifs but, what if I would’ve told his mom about my
dreams. People often don’t believe me when I tell them this story.
A “coincidence”, they say. They can’t believe that the universe
sends you messages. Except back then, I kept pressing decline.
Time is a funny thing, a phenomenon that amuses me. At the age
of ten, I grew up. At the age of 14, he died.
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Mi Comunidad
By Arianna Bucio

When I think of what community is and means to me, I consider
the various aspects of my identity. As someone who is Latina,
queer, and low-income, I find a sense of community in different
spaces. However, my brown skin is the most noticeable aspect
of my identity, and has therefore shaped my interactions within
society from the moment I was born. Although a big part of being
Latina is dealing with machismo, racism, and sexism, there are
beautiful components of this community and culture that I want
to highlight. From a very young age, I remember music and films
being the largest connecting factor of my Latino community.
Spanish was my first language, so Spanish sources of media were
most comfortable for me. In assimilating to America and western
culture, art created by Latinx was my way of “findings sequins
in the rubble”. This term is accurately portrayed by Calvo-Quiro
in the text, “Finding Sequins in the Rubble” by Eddy Francisco
Alvarez Jr, who states, “What is impossible for us, as socially
rejected subjects, becomes tangible in our drag shows, parades,
parties, outfits, poetry, altares, paints, hairdo, makeup, and impersonations” (pg. 4) In this case, movies, tv-shows, and music
were the way in which I chose to celebrate my Latino identity in
a white-supremacist society. Specifically, I remember watching
the black and white movies of Pedro Infante with my parents;
although looking back now, I wish there was a more diverse representation of what Latinx looked like in the media, I still loved
and rejoiced every time I would hear someone speak the tongue
I was comfortable with on TV. It made me feel validated in a
country where I feel alienated. In addition, the music of Vicente
Fernandez was the first time I ever became invested in an artist.
Although I have lost connection to my father due to his machismo,
Vicente Fernandez’ music is what connected us to our Mexican
community and each other. My father always had a voice fit for
musica ranchera, so we would belt these songs out during car
rides- singing in harmonies. As I grew older and came to terms
with my sexuality, singers like Juan Gabriel were significant in
my identity as a queer Latina. However, although I have come
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to rejoice in my identity, it also becomes a little confusing when
having to address your race; it brings up the question of, “what
am I?” This is relevant in the sense that many of my family
members partake in cultural Indigenous practices. For example,
as far as I can remember, my abuelito always burns incense to
cleanse the living room space from any negative energies. In
addition, my tía practices Indigenous medicine and heals many
of our community members in our small pueblo en Michoacán.
I wish I could sit here and spew facts about the Indigenous ties
within my family tree, however, due to colonization, I do not
have the privilege to know my genetic makeup. With that being
said, these cultural components of Indigenous ancestry which are
present in my family are very significant to me, because it allows
me to reconnect with a part of my community that was lost.
Within my Mexican community, I always felt so at home when
visiting Mexicali. Although my family all came from Michoacán,
I spent a lot of my childhood in Mexicali because my parents
had very close family friends who lived there. This became such
a meaningful space for me because I knew that many of the
people who lived in Mexicali had a similar experience as me- the
feeling of not being “Mexican” or “American” enough. Mexicali
sits on the Mexico-United States border, so there are citizens like
me who fall between both identities. The feeling of belonging
and having a space where I can outwardly speak Spanglish
and not be ridiculed was so significant in my self-acceptance
as a Latina. This is an experience that I shared with my family,
but mainly with my sister. My parents were born and raised in
Mexico, so they had the ability to wholeheartedly identify as
Mexican. However, my sister and I had the experience of having
to conform to western-ideals while simultaneously clinging on to
our Mexican culture. This space which allowed me to be authentically me in my identity showed me that there is no right way to
be Latino or Mexican. Seeing as my sister broke boundaries both
within western and Mexican culture, inspired me to embrace both
aspects. She has broken generational curses that come along with
conservative Mexican culture while representing such an icon of
beauty (for me) amongst a society that values Eurocentric beauty.
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By breaking the mold of what society displayed as beauty- I
confronted a very large challenge that resided within my
community: internalized oppression. I think back to the reading,
“The Moths’’ by Helena Maria Viramontes, who writes, “My
hands were too big to handle the fineries of crocheting or
embroidery and I always pricked my fingers or knotted my
colored threads time and time again while my sisters laughed
and called me bull hands with their cute water like voices’’ (pg.
2). To me, this represents the internalized self-hatred that I
had for my ethnic features. Although Viramontes writes about
the girl’s “bull hands” in contrast to her sisters who embodied
femininity through their cute waterlike voices, I related to the
main character through my skin color. Growing up and only
seeing white women on TV (even on Latinx channels) messed
with my perception of beauty; I believed that white, blue eyes,
and blonde hair was the embodiment of feminine beauty. In
contrast, I always felt so hyper-masculine compared to the other
little white girls around me. I had hairy arms, a unibrow, and
dark skin. Growing up with so much internalized colorism also
leads you to have predisposed biases towards other people. It
wasn’t until I was older that I recognized that brown and darker
skin is beautiful- but it took acknowledging my own traumas
and repressed emotions. In addition, machismo is a large barrier
that affects our community. In general, the Mexican community
tends to sway more conservatively as they hold on to traditional
beliefs. In this case, machismo presents the idea of the valiant
breadwinning man and the subservient nurturing woman. This
can create tension amongst families as kids born into these
dynamics may try to break these generational curses; in the
eyes of the adults, this can be seen as disrespectful. However,
machismo is detrimental to both men and women. The idea that
a man needs to be strong leads to them repressing their emotions
and not having a safe space to feel their emotions. On the other
hand, women’s autonomy is greatly limited as they are often tied
to the home, cooking, and cleaning for their families. This creates
a cycle of mental health issues and unstable home dynamics,
which if are not broken, will just be carried on for generations to
come.
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These collective experiences- the good and the bad- are captured
through art forms within my community. In my experience, this
has been through poetry. This may be something that is unique
to my story, but my father writes music and poetry and so does
my sister and I. Although I mentioned that machismo has ruined
my relationship with my father, his poetry has also allowed me
to acknowledge the cultural barriers that he faced growing up
which essentially shaped him into who he is. He writes from the
narrative of an immigrant who grew up in a very poor household,
and although this is not my story, I am able to visualize and
visit these memories through his words. His depiction of being a
scared 16-year old Mexican immigrant in a country in which you
don’t understand a thing anyone is saying will always stick with
me. In my case, I have used poetry to write of my experiences as
a brown queer Latina woman, and I hope that those stories will
continue to live on and be significant for generations to come as
well.
Works Cited:
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Samuel

By Jackson K.

My higher authority on personal reason
He is someone who has always looked out for me
A bond forged by memories each year and season
Whether being snowy mountains or undersea
Ours is an enduring brotherly give and take kind of style
You help me see the bright side, and overcome strife
And I have always been able to make you smile
Thank you for being my mentor for life.
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Alone in a Shared Space
By Pule Fonoti

There’s no one like me here.
I share a county,
But not a culture.
There’s no one who speaks my language here.
I share a city,
But not a culture.
There’s no one who understands my traditions
here. I share a neighborhood,
But not a culture.
There’s no one I can relate to here.
I share a school,
But not a culture.
There’s no one who knows the struggles of being Polynesian here.
I share classrooms,
But I am alone.
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Ser Chicano, Ser Yo, Ser Hombre… Una Canción
sin Final

By Abran Neri

To be a Chicano in Higher Ed
Means you’re doing something right
But nobody knows all the wrong you’ve done to get here
Nobody prepares you to be alone
Too busy trying to get you in the zone
They fail us
Because they ain’t us
Never gained my trust
Always exposing my lust
Never tried to speak my Native tongue
Making me work so hard
I could only breathe through one lung
This is the kind pressure
You don’t measure
But you feel, just as real
As a man of color
These are my troubles
Unlike all the others
My story gets told by others
But with my pen & paper
I write my own history, trauma & victories
You just wait and see.
My life struggle
Is like a bubble, waiting to be popped
And shown to the world
At least I did what was told
I couldn’t be bold
Just doing what was told
Five years of my life, has me feeling old…
Time is lost, that’s everyone’s cost
Sun shines so bright
But at night I still feel cold
I still do what I’m told
Because that’s all they know
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A cycle of despair
Because they weren’t taught to care
Let’s just keep them over there
Until there’s too many to share
Because I’m replaceable
Is what I was told
Told I couldn’t stay away from trouble
Told I wasn’t working hard enough
Told there’s always next year
Well that “next year” turned into a million tears.
This is where I went from Abraham to Abran
Trying to figure out life
Navigating and managing so much
All while missing my mother touch
I trust god has a plan
For you and me
From sea to shining sea
Picking up every clue
Who would have thought
That I’ll be here singing the blues
Because this campus
Has given me nothing to choose
Aside from assimilation or confrontation
But my journey here
Has been that of communication
With others
But with myself as well
I’m no longer waiting
for the bell to set me free
But
I’m waiting for you to come and see
Our new adaptations
Our new hires
Our deepest desires
& The man I will be.
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You Are Powerful
By Amelya Madrigal

I wish  
I wish  
a lot  
I wish to
understand,
to be closer  
to my roots
But then  
I remember
I am as close
as
I can ever be,
I am living proof of my roots,  
of my ancestors
Let me not forget
how hard I fight  
Let me not forget  
how hard my family  
has fought
And my ancestors
before them.
I will not let anyone
take my identity
away from me
Nor should I feel  
ashamed or  
embarrassed
anymore
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I am my father’s daughter,
I am my mother’s daughter
I am Indigenous
I am Mexican
I am black
I am  
Who I am
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Chapter 3:
Ita

(Flor / Flower)
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Abejas

By Abbyleeny Gonzalez Ramirez

Mi Padre es un APICULTOR
Por generaciones mi familia ha sido apicultores, a través de los
años eso fue cambiando. Cuando yo era chiquita a mi padre le
gustaba el tema de la apicultura, tuvo su primer cajón de abejas
y las cuidaba. Yo les tenía miedo y no sabia que tan importantes
eran. Un día le ofrecieron a mi padre un proyecto de más de 75
cajones. Para eso él tuvo que entrar a cursos de apicultor y ahí nos
dimos cuenta lo importante que son las abejas para la humanidad.
Sus sacrificios que hacen para el mundo.
¿Por qué es interesante saber de la apicultura?
La apicultura es una actividad basada en la crianza y el cuidado
de las abejas, tiene una gran importancia socioeconómica y
ecológica. Una de las ventajas de tener un familiar en la apicultura
que te das cuentas de sus beneficios:
Beneficios de la apicultura:
• La polinización de plantas ya sea cultivadas o salvajes.
• Las abejas son indispensables para que la vida en la tierra
continúe.
• Su miel, aparte de que es sabrosa y a todos les gusta, es
curativa para muchas enfermedades.
•
Aparte que producen la miel, ellas producen la jalea real,
el polen, el propóleo, la cera etc.Las abejas se comen un
polen que a las personas nos hace daño, si no lo comieran
el ser humano viviría solamente 5 años.
• Una picadura de una abeja es analgésica, los doctores las
ocupan en algunas terapias. Aparte te ayuda a prevenir
enfermedades.
Datos curiosos:
• Las abejas solo viven 30 días, en esos 30 días hacen una
cucharada de miel.
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Solamente tienen una sola reina, en caso que hayan dos
reinas. Una reina se tiene que ir y se lleva con ella casi la
mitad de abejas obreras.
Son organizadas.
No les gusta el olor del perfume o olores fuertes, el ruido.
Tienen dos danzas, las danzas las ocupan para que se
comuniquen y sepan que tan lejos o cerca están de su
comida y si es mucha o poca.
Sueltan un olor, cuando pican sueltan un olor para que
sepan que están en peligro.
Pueden matar a una persona.
El polen que muchas personas comen, es procesada por las
abejas.
Hacen su propia reina, si no tienen reina ellas buscan un
huevecillo y le empiezan a dar la jalea.

¿Cómo se organizan?
Las abejas son muy organizadas y se nombran diferentes, están las
abejas obreras que son las que buscan la comida y hacen el trabajo
como: hacen la miel, le dan de comer a su reina, hacen la jalea, la
cera etc. La reina, es diferente que todas las abejas pues es más
larga y es difícil de ver, se alimenta de jalea y ella es la única que
pone los huevecillos y tiene un olor diferente que atrae a las abejas
para protegerla. El zángano es el macho abeja, esta abeja lo único
que hace es preñar a la abeja reina y se alimenta de la miel y es
más gordo que una abeja obrera. Las abejas guardianas, estas se
quedan en la entrada del cajón revisando a que las abejas obreras
traigan comida y si no traen comida no pueden entrar y son
encargadas de proteger el cajón.
¿Qué hace un apicultor?
Lo que hace un apicultor es que en la zona que están, haya comida
y si está en sequía tiene que alimentarlas, protegerlas de los depredadores como las hormigas mieleras o de las aves (abejarucos)
etc. Deben estar atentos cuando hay otra reina para apartarla y
meterla en otro cajón con sus abejas. Hoy en día ya se venden
laminas de cera donde pueden ayudarles con su trabajo y en la ora
de sacar la miel ya no sea mucho trabajo.
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Cuando les esté quitando la miel o mire para que sepa que todo
está bien, se tiene que asegurar que no haya nadie, ni ganado
cerca porque se ponen agresivas y es un riesgo.
Para que no le pase nada el apicultor tiene que llevar un traje
especial.
Soy una abejita
Mírame soy pequeña, yo no hago daño,
pero las personas dicen que soy agresiva.
No es cierto, yo te ayudo a cuidarte
y me gusta protegerte.
Yo doy mi vida por la tuya,
y no lo valoras.
No tengas miedo yo paso porque
tengo que llevar comida a mi hogar,
¿Sabes algo? El polen que te comes
yo la proceso, la cera, la jalea y la miel
yo la hago. No me molesta compartirla,
yo vivo treinta días, en esos treinta días
hago una cucharada de miel, por favor
no la desperdicies. A lo mejor si somos agresivas,
cuando destruyes mi casa o estoy comiendo
y me quitas la comida.
Somos sensibles y por eso
no podemos oler cosas muy
Fuertes, como el perfume y el
Ruido, nos frustra.
I am a bee
I’m small,
I do no harm,
but people say I’m aggressive.
It’s not true,
I help take care of you
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I will protect you.
I give my life for you,
and you don’t value it.
Don’t be afraid if I pass by you
I have to bring food home,
pollen so you can eat,
I make wax, jelly and honey.
I don’t mind sharing
I live only thirty days,
I make a spoonful of honey,
Please don’t waste it.
Maybe sometimes
We might be aggressive,
But only when you
destroy my house or you
take away food I am eating.
We are sensitive
Strong smells  
perfume and noise,  
frustrate us.
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Retoños en el Muñon
By César G. Abarca

Una temprana primavera en tiempo de
guerra,
La necedad de la vida
Vuelve,
Aunque el daño sea enorme
Cuando se corta el cuerpo del árbol
Como cuando se quiere eliminar toda su
existencia
Si se mantienen las raíces
Habrá siempre una oportunidad para la vida
Hombre, destrucción, eliminación
La vida con desesperación aparece
Con la conciencia de un renacer
Florecerán por donde pueda los retoños
Si nuestra madre tierra viste de colores a las
flores,
bendice también a las raíces de los muñones
Entonces que nuestra necesad para luchar,
Sean retoños para el mañana
Like Shoots in a Tree Stump
Like an early spring in wartime
the stubbornness of life persists
returns
even when the damage is enormous
When the trunk of a tree is cut
When one wants to eliminate its essence
If the roots are intact
There will always be a chance for life
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Man, destruction, elimination
Life with desperation appears
With the consciousness of a reborn
The shoots will grow when possible
If our Mother Earth dresses the flowers of true colors
And blesses the roots of the stumps
Then that our commitment to fighting on
Be like tomorrow’s new shoots.
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#I AM VANESSA GUILLEN
By Maile Barnard / MxMaile
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I light a candle to remember Vanessa Guillen.
To mourn the loss of a fellow soldier, yet to come home.
I hear the voices urging change - a collection of whispers diluted.
As the Vanessa Guillen act moves through senators’ pens, consider
Vanessa. Remember her story. Because although the pain will still
be there, change cocoons transcendence. A cherished thought, a
battle fought, a butterfly to remember.
Vanessa Guillen is a vulnerable story of a woman that served that
did not get justice. She served within the military system at Ft.
Hood where she was brutally dismembered, torched, and thrown
into a nearby river. Not so far after making claims that she was
being sexually assaulted by her supervisor. As a female veteran,
I have seen the ins and outs of our modern military system. I
have also seen the impacts of a failing system when it comes to
dealing with sexual violence. One of the biggest challenges, and
something we don’t always do well within our government, is
effectively holding people accountable for their transgressions.
As the bills in response to her case continue, I hope we can bring
her justice by changing the system that hurt her. I hope we can
actively listen to the stories being told. Respond imminently.
Ultimately, bringing a better future to soldiers to come.
Lyrics
The Humming of a bird’s sweet song
Laid like a leaf in fall.
Feathered banisters draw
Their colors sewn to the wind
Swift came currents of people
And a tindered trumpet was
Called
Anchors away, to the girl who fought to her grave
Anchors away, to this tempered and
passionate rage
Anchors away, your fight now runs in my
veins
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And I swear it to be true
I will rise beside you
Here’s to change, just say their names
Vanessa Guillen echoes in me
Vanessa Guillen echoes in me
Hark, for an angel has fallen
Her Hair now sweeps at her feet
Hail, for the people are calling
Her name now echoes in me
Vanessa Guillen, echoes in me
Vanessa Guillen, bring her justice and peace
And when my candle is lit at my window
Their image mirrored to me
Our souls are together like sisters
And her flame will keep me at peace
Cause I know your heart has not tarnished
It waits attentive at sea
Cause the fight goes on for a woman
To send the bones
Of Davey Jones
Down to sea.
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Portrait of a Mother
By Perris Alfonzo

Yoga, drink water, there is always hope.
The mantras seem to be instilled in your very veins.
The ones that run deep with love,
Rooted in healthy soil.
To wear your heart on your sleeve is not weak.
There are stories to be told,
Lessons you need to be reminded of.
A celebration of art and life and death.
Have patience, she would say,
Patience for Perris,
Patience for those who do not yet understand.
You rose above,
Never holding a grudge,
Like buds that bloom
With every new spring.  
All my life you’ve been big.
Your presence large, your wisdom insurmountable.
In stature, we see eye to eye, but you are a tree
Tall, graceful, ever changing,
Breathtaking.
My toes are your toes.
My fingers are your fingers.
A propagate of the spider plant,
Growing from the inspiration of your image.
I am your only, your favorite.
You are my favorite, my only
Mother.
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Mariposa

Inspired to write following the sudden and tragic death of a friend
By Jen Femenella

I remember when I first met Jenn (Mariposa). We worked together
at the high school. She was the Spanish teacher that year and
I was teaching the ELD classes. Her bright smile and bouncy
personality immediately caught my attention, and I remember
thinking that I wanted to be her friend. Before I could introduce
myself, she flies on over to my classroom saying “Hi, I’m Jenn.
What’s Your name?” As soon as we exchanged formalities, we
began to notice all of the parallels of our lives. To begin with, we
were both mothers of two kids; her son being the same age as
my twins. She said, “We should get our kids together and hang
out.” She liked to say that often. “We should…we should go to
the beach, we should go to the river, we should go to the Farmer’s
Market, we should go to the woods, etc.” And we did. It was an
immediate friendship. I knew she was an amazing person when
I met her. Our kids got along famously, and we continued to find
similarities in our lives.
Jenn was an incredible person. Her biggest desire was to travel
and learn language. Language was her passion. In fact, when I
met her, she was bilingual, fluent in both English and Spanish,
and twenty years later she was fluent in French with a spattering
of Japanese. Oh, that was one of our escapades together, taking
Japanese lessons at HSU. I was never very good at it, but she was
picking it up. Years go by and our friendship flourishes. Mariposa
no longer works at the same high school and has spread her
wings and flown on to new adventures. She flew to Spain where
she taught for two years. She taught at two more high schools
before fulfilling her dream of flying and working at the same
time. She became a flight attendant and continued flying across
the world. Simultaneously reaching out to underrepresented
populations doing outreach for the Redwood Regional Center,
always trying to help others, always with her butterfly smile.
Marries the love of her life and has two more beautiful boys, both
with their mama’s smile and fierce determination and desire to
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live life to its fullest. She made up her mind to make sure they
had all the opportunities. Raising them with three languages and
taking them to places all over the earth.
Then came that fateful day, the world was changed, a life cut
short, and in butterfly fashion, Jenn leaves us too soon. But not
without saving her baby’s life at the last minute. The car comes
barreling towards them, in a marked crosswalk, 25mph, what was
he doing? How could he not see? She miraculously pushes the
stroller out of the way so her boy is unharmed. Too much impact,
too much stress, my beautiful mariposa is shattered, smashed like
an insect in the middle of the road. They say the life of a butterfly
is amazing, and I believe it to be true. It’s one of the only creatures
that has four life stages. I’d like to think of her life as one that
went through each stage to the fullest. The first stage, teaching
resiliency, the second stage, the most precarious, living through
the danger of all the nefarious elements that surround her, the
third stage, the chrysalis, waiting to emerge and spread its wings,
and finally the butterfly, la mariposa, spreading her beautiful,
delicate wings, taking off into the world, and finding her mate to
begin the butterfly life cycle all over again. I’ll never forget how
you visited us that day at the park, that day when you were in
between worlds, flying over our heads and landing on us, to say
goodbye. I’ll never forget you mariposa. I’ll think of you every
time you visit.
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Art in the Humboldt Community
By Mia Page

Throughout Humboldt County there are countless murals for our
residents to enjoy, as well as other public art such as electric box
paintings and decorative benches. Two local Latinx artists use
their art to convey political messages to our community. Both
of them use completely different techniques in their creative
practices, but they both effectively convey their ideas through the
beauty of art.
Anna Sofia Amezcua
Anna Sofia Amezcua is an abstract painter based in Humboldt.
She has contributed three murals in the past few years to the
walls of Eureka and has been an active participant in the annual
Eureka Street Art Festival. Her murals are abstract compositions full of warm hues of pinks, peaches, and blues swirling
together into soft shapes. Through these murals, she aims to
make a feminist statement, wanting her feminine art to take up
space in the patriarchal world. She takes inspiration from political
events such as Christine Blasey Ford’s testimony against the Brett
Kavanaugh nomination to the Supreme Court and says her art is
“about continuing to love fiercely, joyfully, and playfully, even
while expressing anger and outrage.”

Amezcua’s 2018 mural near Clarke Plaza in Eureka, CA
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Amezcua’s 2019 mural near the Morris Graves Museum of Art in
Eureka, CA
Jose Moreno
Opposite to Amezcua’s abstract tendencies, Jose Moreno creates
murals with concrete imagery to make political statements. He
has created two murals for the Eureka Street Art Festival as
well as a utility box for the city and a series of paintings outside
Carson Mansion. His art is inspired by the culture and language
of indigenous peoples in Mexico. His mural Malinali features
a monarch butterfly to openly discuss ideas around migration.
Moreno intended to “represent the migration of all living
creatures on the planet,” calling to the fact that borders did not
exist for most of human history. Animals and other creatures like
the monarch butterfly will continue to migrate freely regardless of
imagined barriers held up by humankind.
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Moreno’s set of murals near the Redwood Capital Bank in Henderson Center in Eureka.
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The mural on the top is Malinali and the one on the bottom is In
Lak’ech - hala Ken (I am you. And you are me). Both created in
2020. The monarch butterfly has become a symbol for undocumented immigrants and immigration activists since they represent
the right to migrate and move freely across borders.
Conclusion
Whether through abstract or concrete imagery, these artists have
used these walls as places for political discussions. They have
helped to bring out these important messages to the Humboldt
community and are using their art to make a difference. Moreno
says, “I believe each public piece I create should have a message
in response to current events or a personal message to connect
with the viewer. It’s the role of the artist to illustrate the best they
can the current culture they live in.”
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Encuentro de Latifundios
By Georgina Cerda Salvarrey

California es hoy nuestro hábitat. Nos trajo el viento. Yo soy de
México. Él es de Turquía.
Turquía y México. Tierras distantes, aunque no distintas. Y en
ellas, dos camaradas buscando terreno neutro, un suelo fértil para
sembrar, sembrar un poco para luego esparcir.
México y Turquía. Dos cultivos lejanos, alimentados del mismo
sustrato que hace surgir jardines con similares especies de flores y
malezas.
Monterrey, Nuevo León. Mi nana árida. Es tóxica, es Monterror.
Es un paraje hermoso rodeado de magníficas montañas en donde
se erige una de las ciudades más feas que he podido presenciar.
Fea y aspiracionista. ¿A qué aspira? Al pasto verde y abundante
que la deslumbra desde el norte. La contaminación, la división de
clases y el clasismo tan palpable pulsan en cada vena de la ciudad.
Su corazón es la gente, pero la ciudad está enferma, tiene cáncer.
Turquía, un piso impenetrable, autoritario, donde no hay espacio
para respirar, siquiera para ser.
California tierra neutra, tierra que ofrece. Espacio para crecer,
compartir y trabajar. Región que intentamos surcar para estrechar
lazos con otros seres humanos. Aún no echamos raíces, es difícil
echarlas en campos irrigados con la sangre de tus hermanos.
Aquí no soy nativa ni endémica, no tengo social ni mica, y es por
ello por lo que algunas veces te descubres deteniendo tu mirada
en lo que consideras plaga. Se que llegará el día en que la solidaria
simbiosis aparezca. El día que la consciencia del miedo inoculado
llegará a nuestros tallos, a nuestros pétalos y a nuestras raíces. El
día que empezaremos a emerger en suelo justo y dejaremos atrás
las regiones plagadas del más exacerbado individualismo.
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Discussing my Community
By Joahnna Tool

I grew up in a small city called Yucaipa which is in San
Bernardino County in Southern California. My family and I
moved to this city when I was around four years old and I have
lived there ever since, however, it is hard to describe this place
as my community. Yucaipa is predominately white and super
conservative, so it has always felt weird being a person of color
living there. I am actually not too sure how my city documents
our history because up until recently, I didn’t even know much
about the origins of it. It was not until I had an assignment for my
NAS class that I learned that this city was originally an outpost for
the San Gabriel Mission, and it was originally home to the Serrano
people. I found this to be shocking because there is only one small
adobe museum in town and I feel like a lot of people did not even
know about it, including myself. I hope that moving forward,
more people can become aware of the injustices that marginalized communities face in this city and take action to combat the
systems of oppression.
Honestly what I remember most about living in Yucaipa is going
to school because I felt as if that was where my life was centered
around. From elementary school to middle school, it was really
hard for me to make friends and I believe that this is because I
was surrounded by so many white people. It wasn’t until high
school that I made a good group of friends who happened to
be other people of color. Being in this friend group, it was the
closest thing I had to a community because we could all relate
to each other on a deeper, more personal level. I remember that
my friends and I joined the Latino Cultural Club around my
sophomore year of high school, and here we were able to learn
more about each other, our cultures, and practices that shaped us.
Some of these practices included celebrating Día de los Muertos,
Christmas on the 24th, Día de los Reyes, and of course, all of
the delicious food. Being a part of this club really meant a lot to
me because it was the first time I felt like I could embrace my
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identity as a woman of color. In my senior year of high school, I
was elected the vice president of this club, so it was a really cool
experience being able to share the knowledge I had learned with
others. Other than school, another community I grew up in was
within the church I attended. My parents raised my older brother
and I to be Catholic, and this included going to church every
Sunday and even some extra times throughout the week for
special events. I know that for my family, this was and continues
to be their community, but for me, it feels as if this stopped being
my community quite a long time ago. It was around the beginning
of my sophomore year of high school that I began to feel myself
distancing from the church because I just could not wrap my head
around the ideas that I was supposed to hold. From then on, I
began to learn about social justice topics and felt like I could no
longer call myself Catholic.
The main reason why it is so hard for me to identify with
the communities by which I was raised in is because I am a
queer Latina woman. I do not think I will ever be able to feel
comfortable within these spaces I once called my communities
because it is hard to identify with anyone and feel truly accepted
for who I am and that takes away the whole feeling of being a part
of a community. In the reading, “Finding Sequins in the Rubble,”
by Eddie Alvarez, it was discussed how sequins represent a form
of resistance for queer people, specifically trans Latinas whose
history and identity tend to be ignored. One part of this reading
that I strongly related to was when it discussed how sometimes
conforming is an important part of the trans experience because
simply being able to survive is a victory in itself. I was very used
to keeping to myself and not standing up for myself, especially
when it came to the various microaggressions that I would
face, while living in my city. Although it is very different from
the experience of being a trans woman, I can still relate to the
experience of a being a queer woman who has to hide a part of
herself anytime I am around my family or other unwelcoming
people. The idea that “...Memories are sequins in the rubble” was
very moving to me because I believe that we can all take our life
experiences and reflect on them to discover more about ourselves,
and that is what I hope to do in my everyday life.
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Racism, classism, and backlash are some of the challenges that
the people of color in my city have to experience. I myself have
experienced these while growing up there, but most of the time I
did not know it was even happening until I started to look back at
my childhood from my older age. I feel as if a lot of people in my
city have recognized these oppressions and have just overlooked
them. I hate that we have become complacent with just living
in silence, but I know that it is also really difficult to change the
minds of a whole population. However, even when we do try
to stand up for ourselves, we are faced with even more hatred.
During the summer of 2020, some people organized many Black
Lives Matter protests in my city and they were just faced with
white supremacists with guns threatening them. It was honestly
scary having all of this happening just down the street from me. I
felt very helpless during these times because I wanted to protest
and stand up for what I believe in, but at the same time, I was
scared for my own safety. I am glad to now be living in a safe
place where my identity is supported, and my voice is heard.
Works Cited:
Alvarez Jr., E. F. (2016). Finding Sequins in the Rubble: Stitching
Together an Archive of Trans Latina Los Angeles. TSQ:
Transgender Studies Quarterly, 3 (3-4), 618-627.
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Relatos De Una Mujer Loca
By Anonymous

Primero que nada quiero decir que, si, en efecto estoy loca. No
por mi trauma, ni mucho menos por el desamor y la melancolía
de no poder ser amada, pero porque desafío al hombre. Desafío
todo aquello que me dice que es lo que tengo y no tengo que
hacer. No tengo vergüenza porque ellos no la tienen cuando me
miran pasar. No me puedo quedar callada. No puedo guardar
secretos. No puedo morirme de vergüenza. No puedo sentarme
como una señorita. No puedo cerrar mis piernas. No puedo
no pensar en mi libertad y en la libertad de mi pueblo porque
mi cuerpo, mi alma, y mi espíritu están hartos de complacer
al mundo para mantener una felicidad falsa, construida y
destruida. Y a qué me refiero cuando digo el mundo pues
simplemente me refiero a aquel que es construido por el hombre
para el hombre. Me doy en fruto y muerte a mis ancestros
aquellos que cada vez que me rindo a pies de aquel que me
quiere ver caer se revuelcan en sus tumbas de mar y tierra. Soy
quien soy por mi. Estoy loca y no es malo reconocerlo. Es más
loco el loco que no acepta su locura que el loco que la reconoce,
la doméstica, y la usa. Soy Mexico Americana producto de una
generación de villanos, héroes, adictos, ricos, pobres, inocentes,
culpables, corruptos, y justos. Pues entre árbol, flores, ramas,
hojas, y espinas creció mi carácter, mi valentía, mi cobradez, mi
amor, mi odio y mi esperanza. Soy una mujer sobresaliente. Soy
una mujer que siente mucho: mi dolor, tu dolor, el dolor del
vagabundo en la calle, el dolor del agresor, el dolor del pueblo,
y el dolor del mundo. Ellos sangran y yo sangro con ellos. Ellos
lloran y yo me enojo. Siempre tuve emociones muy fuertes que
criticaban como debilidades. Entre llantos y lamentos encontré la
escritura. Era un escape de mi realidad. No fue instantáneo, fue
lento. Las historias que leía de niña me empezaron a aburrir. Yo
quería escribir mis propias historias en las cuales fuese normal
que la princesa no fuera una princesa si no un dragón que
encendía fuego a todo aquel que cometía injusticias. Historias
en las cuales el príncipe no fuera un fanfarrón con oro y cerebro
de bebe. En la escritura yo encontré a la mujer que soy ahora y, a
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decir verdad, no me arrepiento de nada. Soy yo sin explicación,
justificación, o definición. Soy una amenaza al mundo que
desea señalar, identificar, nombrar, y categorizar por temor a lo
desconocido.
I am passion, reincarnation, love, rage and indigenous
Soft and gentle native traits fighting the bloodthirsty inheritance
running through the same arterial vein
I am passion, everything I do has a purpose
I am loved
I am loud, annoying, and unapologetic
I am my mother’s daughter
La loca, la cínica, la descarada, la sinvergüenza
I am the many things she refuses and denies.
I am  
A Chicana in college desperate and alone
A Chicana in college fighting and dreaming
A Chicana in college translating medical documents not knowing
if her mother’s ovarian cyst was cancerous, but faking medical
expertise because above my comfort it was hers.  
A Chicana in college who in high school hoped for the liberation
and revival of her people
A Chicana in college comforting her mother admitting health and
wealth
A Chicana in college “cause I need the money” to live my
mother’s dreams for her.
A Chicana in college reclaiming her indigeneity
A Chicana in college making poems and prose
A Chicana in college writing and reading what in actions she felt
too powerless to do
I am a Chicana in college
I am Chicana not for the census, but to reclaim a slur and make it
my bitch
I am Chicana to represent La Raza, but not the exclusive raza
Mexican machismo speaks of but la raza
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  		 La Latinoamericana
			La Centroamericana
				La Africana
Together, juntas in union holding souls and speaking of liberation
over tazas de cafe con pan. With night gowns, bonnets, crowns
made of flowers, naked, fully clothed, barefoot, inked, queer,
made by god, “blasphemous”, spiritual, in a space como el
Mictlan, in a place como Eden, in a realm of the living and the
dead, in portals of life and reincarnation, in a place for US
I am the descendant of LA MALINCHE,
Tonantzin, and bastard Spanish offspring.
Si me dices india, sucia y salvaje I will tell you that I am
pero agachando la cabeza that I am also dos veces
colonized speaking a lengua que
no es  
Olmeca
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Do I Belong Here?
By Ashly Lopez

Life was bright
before life changed
9 years ago,
living in the city,
with my Latinx neighbors,
diverse school
I felt safe
Walking through the hallways of my school
I look to the right and see kids speaking Spanish On
the left others speak Japanese
Paintings on all the walls of different cultures
Teachers interested in learning our culture
People were not ignorant.
I never once thought about
the color of my skin
my ethnicity
I was just me
We were all equal
Maybe it was because we were young
and could barely do math
But I belonged
Present time, living in Humboldt County
I am completely clueless about who I am
I speak Spanish and English
I have light skin
And now
suddenly I don’t belong
My first months being here there wasn’t a day
I wouldn’t hear those questions and comments:
You speak Spanish right?¨
¨Can you say this for me?
It sounds funny when you say it!¨
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Were they making fun of me?
I’ll never know
Almost everyday of my life people assume I am Mexican I
just go along with it
because I
can’t stand the way they mock my Nicaraguan
pronunciation
Being at the same high school for three years, you
should feel safe there
Walking through the halls
there’s nothing that brings me comfort
The pale white arm mural,
the mural in the cafeteria with only two people of color
There’s nothing showing I belong here
A place where I can make a phone call to my mom
without getting mocked in the background
A place where people I know don’t say
¨there’s no way you speak Spanish, you’re too White¨
A place where people don’t assume
my identity because of what I look like
A place where when we finally try to step up and
show who we are
A place where
we aren’t quickly shut down by the big White men in power
We deserve a place to be ourselves
I deserve a place where I can be me
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A New Upbringing in a New Community
By Gregorio Yarasca Caso

San Luis Obispo, or commonly known as SLO, is a city in California’s Central Coast region. It is known for many things such as
its lively communities, museums, art galleries, amazing eateries
including the Madonna Plaza Hotel restaurant, and the elephant
seals on the beach that come during the summers. It also has the
historic Spanish mission San Luis Obispo de Tolosa. I lived in SLO
for about twenty-five years. I remember when it lacked diversity
and representation for the Hispanic community since the majority
of people who live there were white. The few Hispanic people I
did notice happened to work in the restaurants and hotels that
helped keep tourism alive in SLO at the time.
California became my new home when I immigrated from Peru
to the United States in 1993. In my first five years of living here, I
lived in Morro Bay, twenty miles to the north of San Luis Obispo.
In my first year, it was very difficult to find a job because I could
not speak English. It was like growing up like a child all over
again because I had to learn a new language, culture, tradition,
laws, and even food. However, I was in fact not a child because I
had the responsibility of paying my rent and bills. To add to this,
my communication was very limited since I was still learning how
to speak English. I only talked with my two friends who lived in
the same apartment. We were applying for jobs in different places,
but we would never get calls back. Finally, our neighbor who
lived in the same apartment recommended a job at his restaurant
called Margi’s Diner in Morro Bay.
I remember on my first day, one guy taught me how to wash
the dishes using the dish machine. They asked me, “what part
of Mexico are you from?” I told them I am from Peru. In the
restaurant, there were about four people from different states in
Mexico: two cooks in the morning and one prep, and one cook
at night. After a few days, they would help with translating
my Spanish to English. Every day, like a child who grew up in
America, I began learning new words in English.
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At the same time, my friends taught me “albur” or slang, and
it took little time to learn. My friends from Mexico use it when
making jokes or when they are mad at people. Though I was
learning, English was still difficult for me, so I went to the church
on Thursdays to learn English with some nice older volunteers. I
also learned English very slowly at my two jobs. Most of the time
I worked with people from Mexico, so I learned more slang than I
did proper English.
When I was trying to connect with the English-speaking
community from here, people would try to speak Spanish to
me when I tried to speak English. When some tried to speak in
Spanish, they would say things like, “hola como estas!” or they
would even say “quiero una cerveza!” When I would respond
back in Spanish, they would usually reply with how they did
not really know the language. I felt very frustrated when this
happened because I wanted to learn English and very few people
would help me out, especially while I was working or even
around the community. There was a constant language barrier
that affected the adults as well as the children. Luckily, there was
one bilingual school and another school that was transitioning to
being a bilingual elementary school. This was beneficial to our
community because it was able to address the present language
barrier. This also showed people how we all needed each other
for help. Classes were not only bilingual but even the books they
used were too.
I learned a little more English and more about the culture and
traditions from the USA and Mexico, as well as the food and
laws from my new community. One challenge my community
confronted throughout time was white people’s understanding
or lack thereof of the importance of Latinx in our community in
SLO. Our families work in many occupations like house cleaning,
restaurants, construction, landscape, and many other jobs for
less money. Also, in those jobs, most of the time, we did not take
breaks other than our lunch. This was an issue because many
owners of these jobs realized that Latinx were able to work as long
as they could without a break, so they took advantage of us. The
white community may or may not understand this because they
face less discrimination than Latinx in general. However, over the
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years, I have seen an increase in the Latinx population, and have
even noticed a few Mexican eateries that have opened in the last
few years! Hopefully, we can see less discrimination within the
Latinx population now that time is changing.
Even though I felt a little out of place when I first got there, I
found many ways to stay connected with my culture. For example,
I celebrated Cinco de Mayo with my Hispanic friends. The best
time of year was December because of the celebrations that
took place! Every year the San Luis Obispo de Tolosa Mission
celebrates Las Posadas, which is basically Mexico’s Christmas.
My favorite part of the event was the Mariachi band. Another
big event was the Christmas mass at the church I went to.
These events are what made me feel a sense of belonging in my
community.
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Thank you, Dad

By Diana Casarrubias

The sun was setting,
I was taking slow steps to my apartment.
I’m at the bottom of my stairs leading up to my door and
I could hear the cumbia music blasting from my house.
I’m at my door and as soon as I open the door
I am blasted by the rhythms of the song.
My dad is cleaning. He’s been at it all-day.
I go to my room to put my stuff down.
When I come out,
I see my dad dancing with my mom,
laughing, and having a good time.
My mom gets tired and sits on the couch.
As soon as my dad sees me he pulls me in to dance.
I wasn’t much of a dancer before, so I would always say no.
My dad pulled me in close and danced with me
until I got the hang of it.
He filled me with joy, and because of that, I say,
Thank you, dad.
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Chapter 4:
Itu

(Milpa / Corn Plant)
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Edible Gardens  

By Marisol Ruiz y Abran Neri

Centro del Pueblo and Cooperation Humboldt are working
together so people in Humboldt County will always have free
access to edible gardens.  
Edible gardens  
laborar
dedicación
survival  
sustainability  
Caring for one another
Land loving, loving
our bodies/
our being
Amando nuestras almas  
this garden is borderless,
Boundless, liberador  
Representando la libertad
We embrace it into our arms
to become one
fresh veggies on the table  
Flores pa’ nuestros amados,  
tea with our meal.  
cooperation is LOVE
For we will sustain one another
For generations to come
This garden feeds us
This garden teaches us
This garden covers us
This garden feels like home.
A home where everyone is welcome  
A home that feels safe
A home that always has a warm meal  
waiting for us
Built on the loving hands of our hermana/os.
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Why I volunteer in El Jardín Santuario
By Kimiko Sakuma McNeill

The following is a speech I wrote and shared on Feb. 14, 2022 for
the campaign that was happening all over the country called, “A
Day Without Immigrants.”
My name is Kimi, and I am a volunteer in the Sanctuary Garden
of Arcata, Jardin Santuario, a community garden from Centro
Del Pueblo. Jardin Santuario was inherited from Open Door in
2019. The purpose of the garden is to create a sacred space for
the Latinx Indigenous population of Humboldt to redefine their
relationship with food. Through my experiences in the garden, I
have learned so much about the Latinx Indigenous population,
and I am honored to be an ally of this beautiful community. It is
difficult for me to fully capture my own experiences and emotions
that are tied to the garden, so I thought it would be easiest to
communicate why I am a volunteer in this garden.
I volunteer in Jardin Santuario because I want to contribute to a
place where immigrants feel safe and protected.
I volunteer in Jardin Santuario because Humboldt is a place that
makes the Latinx population feel invisible, and the garden is a
place where they can be seen and heard. I want to be part of a
space where Latinx voices are the loudest voices.
I volunteer in Jardin Santuario because of the immense love that
comes with collaboration. Our work together as a team crosses
all perceived barriers, like language, culture, background, etc. I
recognize that the need to strengthen this bond goes well beyond
the garden.
I volunteer in Jardin Santuario to examine my own relationship
with our food systems. In learning how food is grown, harvested,
and distributed, I also learn how workers, especially the Latinx
community, are abused and exploited. This abuse is either
reduced and supported by what I choose to eat every single day.
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I volunteer in Jardin Santuario to learn, learn, and learn. I learn
what it takes for a seed to grow into a plant. I learn about the
respect that comes from harvesting from our mother earth. I
learn about indigenous practices and plants that are sacred to
other cultures. I learn that the story of immigrants can never be
separated from my own story.
To me, A Day Without Immigrants is a garden without plants,
without flowers, without sun, without abundance, without life.
If we are to grow as a community, then we need to recognize
the immense sacrifice that immigrants make every single day. I
invite you to become an ally in whatever way that you can to help
make the Latinx population more visible and more accepted in
Humboldt. We are waiting for you.
-----------Mi nombre es Kimi, y soy voluntaria en el Jardín Santuario de
Arcata, un jardín de la comunidad de Centro Del Pueblo. El
Jardín Santuario fue heredado de Open Door en 2019 (dos mil
diecinueve). El propósito del jardín es crear un espacio sagrado
para la población latina e indígena de Humboldt para redefinir
su relación con la comida. Por mis experiencias en el jardín, he
aprendido mucho sobre la población latina y indígena, y estoy
honrada ser una aliada a esta comunidad hermosa. Me cuesta
expresar mis propias experiencias y emociones con el jardín, pero
es más fácil comunicar mis motivos de ser voluntaria.
Soy voluntaria en Jardín Santuario porque quiero apoyar un lugar
en donde inmigrantes se sienten seguros y protegidos.
Soy voluntaria en Jardín Santuario porque Humboldt es un lugar
en donde la población latina se siente invisible. El jardín santuario
es un lugar en donde la gente es vista y oída. Yo quiero ser una
parte del espacio en donde las voces latinas hacen más ruido.
Soy voluntaria en Jardín Santuario por el gran amor que viene
con colaboración. Nuestro trabajo como equipo cruza todos los
obstáculos percibidos, como lenguaje, cultura, origines, etc. Yo
veo la necesidad de fortalecer esta relación fuera del jardín.  
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Soy voluntaria en Jardín Santuario para examinar mi propia
relación con los sistemas de la comida. Para aprender como la
comida se cultiva, se cosecha, y se distribuye. Aprender como
abusan de y explotan a los trabajadores, especialmente a la
comunidad latina.
Soy voluntaria en Jardín Santuario para aprender, aprender,
aprender. Aprender el proceso de como de una semilla crece
una planta. Aprender el respeto de cultivar de la madre tierra.
Aprender de las prácticas y plantas indígenas que son sagradas
a otras culturas. Aprender que las historias de inmigrantes no se
pueden separar de mi propia historia.
Para mí, un día sin inmigrantes es como un jardín sin plantas, sin
flores, sin sol, sin abundancia, sin vida. Si vamos a crecer como
una comunidad, hay que identificar el gran sacrificio que los
inmigrantes hacen cada día. Les invito a convertirse en aliados
en cualquiera manera para que la población latina sea más vista y
aceptada en Humboldt. Les esperamos.
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Ternura Colectiva
By Chica_masa
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These are my Communities and Spaces
By Jamie Lambaren

I build community in many spaces, online and in person. I would
say family is a big part of my life. I spend more time and I am
closer to my mother’s side of the family. Her family is my family.
When I say my family, I mean my mom’s entire family here
in California. My family is larger than the average American
nuclear family. There are about 18 of us. There are my parents,
my brother, grandmother, my 2 uncles, one of them whom has
a wife (my auntie), and their kids, as well as my grandfather’s
sister and her husband. My family is Guatemalan, so we eat
foods from there as well as other Latino foods. Friendship is also
a community for me. I have a small friend group that includes
four friends from elementary and middle school as well as my
cousins. I have other friend groups that include people I’ve met
in college, most of which I had classes with. Although I am much
closer to my friends from home, I would say I have 2 best friends,
2 close friends, and my cousins who are also my friends. It’s funny
because my cousins are also friends with my friends, so we are all
close and we all hang out together. Sometimes we all plan to meet
at my house to hang out, watch movies, play board games, and
other times we plan to go to L.A.
Another community I am a part of is the LGBTQIA+ community
which I mostly engage in through social media and other online
communities that coincide with the LGBTQIA+. My social
media feed consists of those from the community that share their
experiences, information, history, jokes, and other stories. One
year I was able to go to Pride in LA. I started to learn more about
the LGBTQIA+ community around the time I entered middle
school. I started to engage in discourse with my best friend
about the community. At that time, I had been confused about
myself and who I was. By using social media, learning, as well as
connecting with those that are part of the community, it helped
me better understand myself.
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During all the holidays and birthdays throughout the year, my
family comes over to my grandma’s house to celebrate. We all
eat dinner together and hang out. My cousins, my brother, our
mutual best friends, and I play board/card games at my house.
My house is behind my grandma’s house. In between the two
houses there is a patio where we eat dinner together during the
summer and spring. Since we are Latinos, we celebrate Christmas
on Christmas Eve. We all eat dinner together at my grandma’s
house, and at midnight, we all open presents. Every year the
day before Christmas Eve, my mom and I help my grandma
prepare the sauce, the masa, and wash the banana leaves for the
tamales. On Christmas Eve morning, we finish putting together
the tamales and cook them until dinner time when they are
ready to eat. This is my favorite time of the year, it’s just more
special to me than any other time of the year. Hanging out in my
grandma’s or my house with family and friends are spaces that
give me a sense of belonging that are quite literally my home.
Hanging out with my friends and cousins also gives me a sense
of belonging.
Online spaces, such as Twitter, is another place that gives me
a sense of belonging because I am able to connect with many
communities that I am a part of. Tumblr was a place where I
learned more about the LGBTQIA+ community. That helped me
figure out which label best suits me. Social media has helped me
learn how to express myself and my identity. Expressing myself
through fashion and clothing was very validating. As mentioned
in “Finding Sequins in the Rubble,” “For trans people, both
standing out and blending in can be modes of self-craft… clothing
can function as armor or as protection” (Alvarez, 624). I relate
very much to this quote because what you wear can show off
what community you are a part of; however, it can also help you
“blend in” to the dominant culture. Sometimes I want to seem like
any other cis person, and other times I want to look androgynous,
and clothing helps me express that part of myself.
The LGBTQ community has faced many challenges because they
do not fit in with the dominant culture, which is highly heter-
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onormative and hetero-patriarchal. There are times where the
spaces the community created for themselves are invaded by
non-LGBTQ people. The police, i.e., stonewall riots, or laws are
put in place to keep them from expressing themselves. Those who
are POC may not only experience homophobia but also racism
from non-POC within their own community and outside of it.
LGBTQIA+ kids or adults may try to hide their identity or are put
through conversion therapy. Coming out may also put a strain
on their relationship with their family. They may even be kicked
out of their house, become homeless at a young age. However,
the community is making headway toward changing society to
become more inclusive.
As mentioned before, social media is a place where a lot of
LGBTQIA+ people share their critique on society, educate others
on LGBTQIA+ history, share helpful resources or just engage
in discourse. The community also participates in activism. They
hold marches and parades similar to the party crew mentioned
in “Back in the Days”: “They taught themselves, and each other,
skills… published their own magazines. They designed their
own flyers, booked venues, and found creative ways to promote
carefully planned events” (Fragoza 50). This can best be applied to
the LGBTQIA+ community. Both communities taught themselves
how to create things. The LGBTQIA+ community created their
own safe spaces because “it was in the underground that youth
like Rosales created a world of their own, away from the institutional establishments that had betrayed them” (Fragoza 48).
They’ve created magazines, have become published writers, and
along with doing so much more to express themselves using
“some of the strategies [such as] performance, writing, activism,
spirituality, and everyday acts of survival and self-craft like
fashion, relationships, dreaming, laughing, dancing, and kinship”
(Alvarez 621). They talk about the systems in place that are used
to continue prejudice against the LGBTQIA+ and what causes
those against them to think that way. I also engage in discourse
that relates to these topics with my best friend, and we educate
each other about the community and other social justice issues.
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The Fight For A Mural
By Jennifer Celio-Aburto

In November of 2021 we were told that the school board rejected
our proposal to have a mural so we decided to organize and
bring people who supported a Latinx mural to come and voice
their opinions on why we disagreed with their decision. On
January 13, 2022 we all went to the meeting and I spoke out and
this is what I said:
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Hello, my name is Jennifer Celio-Aburto. I am the vice
president of the Latinx club and a senior at Eureka High. I am
here to support the mural project and give my opinion as to
why.
I have always felt like an outsider. And I strongly believe that
my environment is guilty of this feeling. I grew up in a white
neighborhood. We were the only Mexican family on the block
and among the few Hispanic students at my elementary school.
My parents were born and raised in Mexico. They immigrated
to America to seek a better life; in the same way many of our
ancestors did too. At that time, my father was the only one
who financially provided. While my mother dedicated her time
to teaching three of her children to speak, write, and read in
English.
My family and I do not have any family relatives in Humboldt.
We have a couple of dispersed second cousins in the United
States, but not any close relatives. All of my family lives in
Mexico. When my parents came to the US they left their family
behind for a while before they were able to go back and see them.
However, there are many people who can’t go back because
they’re undocumented. This is a HUGE reason as to why
we need murals at our school. There are students who don’t
know anything about their culture or where they come from.
But having this mural will allow everyone to be represented,
including parents.
Latinx culture is greatly underrepresented at Eureka High
such that the only place my culture is seen is Spanish classes
and the Latinx club. The Spanish and language department
has done a phenomenal job to include culture and diversity,
allowing for everyone to feel a part of a united community. I
want to thank Tim Olson for creating the Latinx club. It
has been such an impactful experience that has allowed me
to feel seen and to socially flourish. He has granted me the
opportunity to lead students and to share my ideas with them.
It is something that I have never done before or even pictured
doing.
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Moreover, it has brought me to consider the importance of
bilingual students who did not have the same opportunity of
having two dedicated and involved parents. My involvement
in my community and intent to give back to my community
has led me to seek a career as a bilingual teacher to impact
Hispanic communities.
While I plan to go to a four-year university, I often feel
held back, such that I fall into a certain mindset where I am
convinced that I can’t do it because how can I do something
that big?
So if I can’t get a few board members to change their mind and
agree that this mural project is beneficial to my community.
Then how can I change the world?
Considering the social issues in today’s world; we should be
encouraged to fight for a better future, to dream big, and to
celebrate our heritage. But instead we are being discouraged
from doing so.
To conclude my statement, I would like to encourage you all
to be empathetic towards myself and everyone else who is in
support of this project because this project is for the people.
Thank you.
After my words, the School Board approved of the mural. We
won a mural! They gave us $1,600 to create a mural and we are in
the process of making this happen.
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SSN

By Kate Ramirez

Boeing, ExxonMobil, and Chevron are
companies you wanted to work for as a Chemical Engineer
Your face lights up as you go on about the projects you could have
been a part of
Reality settles in and your smile disappears
If only I had papers…
Not knowing what to say, I look down and stay quiet
I realize you are trying not to cry
I can’t do what I want just because I don’t have a damn number to
my name
Mi querido hermano—Your status does not define who you are,
You are worth so much more than a number.
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Community: A Journey of Healing
By Esmeralda Hurtado

My community is and always will be my family. My parents
came to the United States in 1993 during a difficult time in history.
Because of the heavy climate of Los Angeles, they traveled farther
north and settled in Bakersfield, California. Things weren’t any
different there as there was still violence, segregation, and discrimination infiltrating every community. Nonetheless, they did
their best to find a place to call home and did what they could to
survive. Even though we grew up in a Latinx neighborhood, there
was a lot of animosity between the families. There were instances
where one person would threaten another with calling the police
because they didn’t have papers knowing the consequences of
that action. My parents decided to keep to themselves because
they carried a lot of fear of being deported and leaving their kids
behind.
One of my most cherished memories with my family happened
in 2003 when my parents, my older brother, and sister got their
residency cards. I was 5 years old, but still recall the joy everyone
in the apartment felt knowing that there was one less obstacle in
their way of existing. It had been years since both of my parents
had seen their families so they planned a trip to Mexico so we
could go and meet them. The happiness I felt in my heart was
indescribable. I felt complete. I have a slight memory of all of us
cramped in a van with our suitcases for 3 days. It was a bonding
experience and showed me the beauty of my community. It’s been
over 12 years since I last got to see my extended family and it has
left me feeling as if I’ve lost a sense of my identity. I no longer
remember their voices, what their energies felt like, or who they
were as individuals. Nonetheless, my immediate family does their
best to keep some of the teachings that we learned in the short
visits to Mexico.
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The recession of 2008 was a difficult time for my community. My
parents are field workers and weren’t making enough money to
make ends meet. My brother had also joined the military so it
felt like the balance of the family was off as we were missing one
of our links. Food had always been a way that we all connected.
Thankfully my parents were able to get EBT to provide good
meals. It was through these difficult times that we learned the
importance of unity and resiliency. When my brother was sent to
Iraq for over a year, he would often write to us about how much
he missed my mother’s cooking. There were some dishes he had
tried while stationed in Iraq that reminded him of my mother’s,
but it was never the same. My mother began to cook his favorite
meals on the weekend as a way to honor him. When he came
back, it became a tradition for us to have one of his favorite dishes
after church. It has been a bit difficult with the pandemic. Before
COVID I would go back home once a month to see my family
and share a meal with them. We would rotate who got to pick the
dish for the month and would make a variety of options to fit
everyone’s dietary needs. We’ve only been able to do this twice
for the holidays, but once the pandemic begins to ease we hope to
do it consistently again.
My father has always enjoyed documenting our lives through
video and photographs. We had a family camcorder that we
would take everywhere just to record a clip of a particular
moment. He also had a polaroid that was reserved for special
occasions. Even now, we take pictures at family gatherings to
have something to look back on. I also have a camcorder and
camera to continue the tradition of videos and photographs. My
family even has a group chat where we send each other any
memories that we come across and would like to share. Our
youngest sister has also begun digitizing old photos so we can
all have access to the memories of our childhood. My father
was an alcoholic for 21 years due to an overload of the trauma
he experienced in his adolescent years. A lot of it carried over
into our lives. A part of me believes he documented certain
events so he could have a physical memory of something he
mentally couldn’t remember. As I’ve gotten older, I’ve learned
to heal by going through the photographs and highlighting all
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the good things I could remember instead of harboring the bad
and unpleasant memories. My siblings have done the same. We
usually sit around the dining table and voice what we felt in that
moment, what our train of thoughts were, and how far we have
come as individuals as well as a unit. We discuss the resiliency
that has helped us overcome all the obstacles the world has put in
our paths. All four of my siblings and I have also done journaling
individually. It’s our way of healing as well as documenting any
life-changing event that we might want to revisit in the future.
For me, a community is a group of people who have a shared
purpose and support each other in that goal. Our goal is to live
unapologetically to who we are and embrace where we come
from. I often describe my family as my soul tribe as there is
a connection between all of us that goes far beyond what we
have gone through. In moments where one of us has made a
mistake, we keep one another accountable, but still love first.
I’ve never been around a group of people who have made me
feel as safe, loved, and seen as my family has. There have been
moments while living in Humboldt where I have felt alone and
my community has done their best to support me. They’ve made
impromptu visits where my mother makes pozole and tamales
or she sometimes just FaceTimes me for hours to reconnect. I’m
grateful to have been blessed with a community that happens to
be my family.
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Un País Sin Mi Madre
By Brianda Rodriguez

Mi madre como la mayoría de los hispanos vino para superarse y
lograr ese sueño americano, pero tomó la decisión de regresar a su
país y llevarme con ella cuando yo era una niña. Ella me enseñó
todo lo que sé, todos los valores y la importancia de ser una niña
de bien pero lo que no me enseñó fue a vivir sin ella, tome la
misma decisión que ella y vine a lograr “el sueño americano” el
maldito sueño americano.
“¿Cómo es tu vida en otro país sin tu mama?” “¿Cómo puedes
estar sin ella?” Estas son las preguntas que recibo constantemente, pero ni yo misma sé cómo estoy saliendo adelante. Todos
necesitamos a nuestras madres, no importa que tan grande
estemos siempre necesitaremos a nuestra madre para que nos de
un jalón de orejas cuando hacemos algo mal y que nos oriente a
hacer el bien.
Estoy tan agradecida por la gran persona que tengo de madre, me
dio todo cuando no tenia nada y es difícil muy difícil estar sin ella
siento que dejé un pedacito de mi en Mexico cuando me fui, pero
lo estoy logrando por ella. Estoy logrando mi propio sueño, estoy
logrando el sueño de esa niña que soñaba en tener todo y cuando
lo logre completamente lo compartiré con ella que fue la que me
dio un empujoncito cuando creí que no lo lograría.
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Tres Padres y Una Lección
By Tim Olson

In my mind, I have three dads. First, there is my step dad, Eric.
Since the age of two he has been my dad in all the best ways, not
blood, but with love, discipline and true commitment. Second,
you have my biological father, whose first name I carry. But he
is my dad in name only. He was never around, virtually absent
from my life. He gave me my blood family, my ancestry and rich
family history. Thirdly, is Joe Pena, “JP”, my Honduran “dad”,
who I met at the age of 8, the one who shared with me another
culture, another language. He taught me the rich tradition of
soccer, about the life lessons of sports, who filled the young shy
red headed boy with confidence, called me “Big Red”, made me
team captain with breakfasts at McDonalds on game day for U10
Sweat International, who made me feel important, that I could
do anything I put my mind to, the one who put me on a path that
led to who I am today. In 1986, at the age of 15, he took our team
to Honduras for two weeks. It blew my mind. It was a world I
had never seen or imagined. I went back for three months, the
summer of 1988, where I lived with a Honduran family and
played soccer. It changed my life. I went from a middle-class
white family, from white Arcata and white Humboldt County,
and got dropped into El Progreso, Honduras. I was the outsider, I
was the one who didn’t speak the language, I was the only white
person I saw all summer. During that time I went to Honduras,
the C.I.A. was heavily involved in Central America, U.S. tourism
was pretty much non-existent, so some people viewed me as
suspicious, many more as a novelty, a curiosity, a person from
a place seen on TV but never seen or met in person, while still a
few others saw me as someone to pay back for the poor treatment
they had received while they were in the U.S. Because of this, I
was the one who everyone stared at, yelled at, made fun of and
treated differently. With time and lots of explaining, most saw
me for who I was, a young American with a Honduran “dad”
who was in their country to learn their language and play soccer
(they couldn’t believe that “Los gringos no juegan Futbol!”). The
majority of Hondurans treated me extremely kindly, inviting
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me into their homes and offering what little they had to their
guest. It highlighted for me the stark contrast of how I was being
treated vs how many immigrants are treated in the U.S. Being
in Honduras changed my life for the better, it made me aware
and involved in the fight to welcome all immigrants and anyone
considered an outsider or different. It also gave me a glimpse for
the first time in my life, what it must be like to be an outsider, the
different one, the new one, the one who doesn’t speak English, the
one who doesn’t fit in.
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Grandpa John
By Jewel Sanchez

He is the one who bakes donuts each Saturday morning.
Who built science projects with me
He is the one who mourned his two daughters in heaven
Who sacrificed his future to raise me.
He is the one who silently cried to heaven for guidance
Who never cried in front of me
He is the one I proudly call my Grandpa.
Who always told me, “Mom and Dad cannot be here, but Grandpa
will be, as long as God has me on Earth.”
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Chapter 5:
Nduchi

(Frijoles / Beans)
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Reclaiming our Food System
By Jay Martinez

Victoria Arana is a transfer student at UC Davis majoring in
Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems and minoring in
Community Development. Before moving up to Davis, Victoria
worked on an urban farm in East Los Angeles as well as the Los
Angeles Community Garden Council, actively working to bring
healthy, whole food to her community and the city. She is a large
advocate for food sovereignty, defined as “the right of peoples
to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced through
ecologically sound and sustainable methods.” She currently
works for Yolo Farm to Fork, a non-profit based out of Yolo
County that brings the farm-to-table community food system to
the youth. The mission of Yolo Farm to Fork is to bring together
farmers, families, individuals, and communities to focus on the
benefits of making healthy life choices including eating fresh
and locally grown food. Students work with staff in the garden
participating in experiments and lessons that teach them what it
takes to bring food to their table, community-building skills, and
lessons of stewardship of the land. It is important to note that
much of Yolo Farm to Fork caters to farm working communities,
historically disadvantaged and low opportunity areas that are
paying the external consequences of our industrialized agriculture
system such as polluted water, air, and lack of access to food. She
mentions that it is important to envision us, Latinx’s, in roles that
are almost always held by the oppressor, by the farmer, and not
the farmworker. In this country, less than 3% of rural agricultural land is owned by Latinxs. Unless we force ourselves into
these spaces and advocate for an unconsolidated and equitable
food system, our people will forever face the brunt of the hit.
The intentional and forced disconnection to our food system has
allowed for the inhumane treatment of agricultural workers and it
takes the community to save the community.
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El Supermercado
By Gabriela Gonzalez

My first job was as a cashier at a Mexican supermarket. It was an
easy enough job, but one part I always struggled with was greeting
customers. The expectation was that we would greet customers as
soon as they approached us. Given that the supermarket was located
in San Diego county, our clientele was diverse. We were tasked
with making a split-second judgment on approaching customers
in English or in Spanish. I tried to read as much context as possible.
Maybe they were shopping with someone else and speaking in one
language or another. I started just saying hi and putting the onus
of picking a language on them. All our cashiers were bilingual to
some degree. I still had Spanish speaking customers look at me and
decide to speak to me in English whether it be because of my light
skin or maybe something in the way I carry myself. I’d also get
English-speaking customers who would see me and for whatever
reason decide to try Spanish. It was an awkward dance that I never
quite got used to, but it became routine. I messed up plenty of times,
but customers were always understanding.
A few years after my first job I started working at another Mexican
supermarket. My most memorable customers were a white couple.
They were unloading their cart and whispering in English so that
made my language choice for me. “Hi, did you find everything
okay?” I asked. The man looked up at me and stared. This wasn’t
an unusual response. Some people hate making small talk and
others are just rude in general. I began scanning their items and
he finally spoke up. “I’m sorry,” he told me with a smile, “I don’t
speak burrito.” He laughed, but I felt my body freeze and my heart
accelerate. “I asked if you found everything okay,” I managed to get
out. I have a tendency to cry when I’m frustrated so I was doing my
best to keep it together. “Sorry,” his companion chipped in, “we’re
from Texas.” I stayed silent until it came time to read out the total.
Those few minutes had me reeling. The man had looked at me and
made the same split-second judgment I had to make hundreds of
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times a day, but in such a different way. Maybe I mumbled. Maybe
it was my skin. I am white-passing at times, but maybe not this time.
Maybe it was my name tag proudly displaying Gabriela or maybe
the fact that he was visiting a Mexican grocery store. Whatever his
reason was, he could’ve avoided me. It was a slow morning and the
cashier next to me was clearly white. He chose me and he chose to
make a tasteless joke. I know Texas is not a monolith of white English-speakers who have never encountered the Spanish language.
He made the deliberate choice to belittle me and belittle the millions
of people who speak Spanish. I wanted to tell him that I am actually
a pretty substandard speaker of “burrito” despite having Mexican-born parents who primarily spoke Spanish during my childhood.
I wanted to say that because of people like him my father actively
encouraged me to act “whiter” so I could blend in and face less discrimination. All I managed to do was follow my usual script and say,
“Have a nice day!”  
I cannot say that I’m not guilty of similar judgments. My job asked
me to do it hundreds of times daily. My coworkers usually had some
Mexican ancestry whether they were nth-generation Mexican-Americans or had migrated from Mexico themselves. Other coworkers
were Central American and a smaller portion were white. It was
easy to develop a categorization for my coworkers based on whether
they spoke English, Spanish, or some degree of both. So when a new
cashier started, I made my own judgments. All the other cashiers
were bilingual so I assumed she was too. We got to know each
other in the downtime between rushes of customers, but it was only
small talk. One shift we were placed on neighboring registers and
I was surprised to hear her say “Sorry, I don’t speak Spanish” to a
customer. Well, I thought, I guess her parents never taught her. Later
I decided to ask her about it. I was not expecting her to say “because
I’m Filipino.” I was taken aback because I never thought to question
my assumption that she was anything other than Spanish-speaking.
I had struggled daily with making assumptions about the language
and culture of our customers, but I still did the same to someone
I worked with for weeks at that point. She worked at a Mexican
supermarket. The other cashiers spoke Spanish. She had a Spanish
name. Her skin was darker than mine and I speak Spanish. Why
would she be anything else?
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My time as a cashier at two Mexican supermarkets taught me that
we all make quick judgments and assumptions about others, but that
there is no norm for any race, gender, sexual orientation, or any other
facet of identity. You can never know someone fully just from a quick
glance. People are multifaceted in ways we can never fully assume.
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Lily Bulb Farmworkers
By Miguel Pelayo

Easter lily bulbs are typically used for Easter as they symbolize
purity, rebirth, new beginnings and hope. Currently there is a
strong Latino population working at the capital of the world’s
Easter lily bulb production in Smith River, California. Over the
last 40 to 50 years there has been a growing number of workers
who have come and gone and work here seasonally. Meet Maria.
She immigrated from Jalisco, Mexico in the 1980s and has been
working there ever since. She describes the typical work day
in these Easter lily bulb farms. She begins her day at 7am and
doesn’t get off work until 5pm. Her job consists of harvesting
lilies which requires her to lay on her stomach on a moving iron
board for long amounts of time. When she gets home from work
she needs to wash her hands for 20 minutes in order to remove
the layers of dirt from the day.
Although she states that she enjoys her job and the relationships
she has built with her coworkers, it is tough and she doesn’t
know how much longer she can work in these conditions. She
also grows concerned of the chemicals that are used in the fields.
In a report by the Siskiyou Land Conservancy, it is reported that
there are 300,000 pounds of highly toxic fumigants, herbicides,
and fungicides on the 1000 acres that Maria works in. She is
concerned with what this could mean for her health and safety
in this workplace. Like many of her coworkers working in these
conditions, she fears voicing her concerns due to the retaliation
that can be brought from the lily bulb farm owners. These
farmworkers sacrifice so much for the rebirth and new beginnings
and hope for the next generation of Latinos.
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La Realidad Del Campo
By Chelsea Rios Gomez

Ana Gomez Gutierrez. Trabajadora. Mayordoma. Control de
Calidad. She dedicated 30 years of her life to the campo, a
well-known male-dominated field, but that never limited
her. After only two years as a worker, she quickly became a
Mayordoma - a position she held for 20 years before switching
over to quality control. Her primary area of expertise was any and
all work related to grapes.
Working in the campo isn’t a comfortable job. When Ana first
started working, there weren’t any laws for farm workers as we
can see today. There were no sexual assault laws, no mandatory
breaks for workers and no paid overtime. During this time,
workers like Ana and especially female workers were forced to
work through hostile environments because if they spoke up
about any form of sexual assault there was fear of retaliation. Ana
looked for another campo job and left that environment. Although
today we have sexual assault laws put in place, many female
workers still fear reporting these actions in worry of retaliation.
At this time, there wasn’t a law that required employers to have
restrooms and water for their workers. California summers,
especially in the Central Valley where Ana worked, can reach
upmost of 120 degrees Fahrenheit. When this law passed, Ana
was already working as a Mayordoma and was certain to provide
adequate breaks and water for workers. She even went above and
beyond providing multiple options for shade, always brought
foldable chairs, and would bring homemade Jamaica or Hibiscus
water as it can be very refreshing especially after working for
hours under the California sun.
The passing of these laws were to force employers to provide
basic human necessities for their workers because they
wouldn’t otherwise. Even after the passing of these laws, many
employers would actively choose to ignore them or provide
them with horrible conditions. Most workers would adjust and
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work through these conditions because they felt indebted to
their employers for hiring them. Many being undocumented
immigrants who felt lucky simply being able to provide for their
families in this country.
There have been many stories of people dying on the job due
to overheating and dehydration. These stories are why Ana
took her job seriously. She understood and had the humanity
that many employers lacked. She knew that these workers and
herself deserved better working conditions and didn’t hesitate to
call OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) if
needed.
Working in labor intensive jobs like the fields especially after 30
years comes at a cost. Closing the end of her work in the campo,
Ana was dealing with really bad allergies, Rheumatoid arthritis,
and Sciatica. This meant she couldn’t exist without agonizing
discomfort and pain without a bottle of ibuprofen by her side.
She had trouble walking, sitting, and sometimes even opening
her own water bottles prior to receiving treatment. Shortly after
her diagnosis she stopped working the fields, but her love for her
work never ceased. When she finds time and opportunity you’ll
still find her working in the fields. Nothing can stop someone
from doing what they love, and in this case, not even excruciating
pain.
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Cambiando Vidas
By Katherine Quintero

At the beginning of the year 2019 my dad decided to make one of
his biggest choices of his life that would affect all his family. Many
might think moving houses was not a major thing but on this
occasion it was moving states, moving two whole different worlds
where similarities were quite rare. Moving from a city where
42.6% of the population was Hispanic/Latinx, to a whole new
town where 12.1% of the population was Hispanic/Latinx. When I
discovered that we were moving I had a thought that I was going
to be able to relate to many people as I did in Arizona. As we
made the transition from Arizona to California my only question
was “will I be able to find people like me?” As we relocated in
Arcata, California I kind of saw some changes right away that
really threw me off because I had never seen or experienced
those things before. I know when you move you’re expected to
realize and adapt to any new changes, but in my occasion, it was
different since I had never previously lived in a place similar to
Humboldt county. I had previously lived in Mexico which was
really different from Arizona but I adapted fast since everyone
had so many similarities with me.
Once my dad had opened his restaurant in Eureka, California, I
saw some diversity but not much. I even noticed that the food
was quite different from the one my mom had always fed me;
the food was really “white-washed.” Then came the day when I
went to Arcata High School for the first time. I remember being
so happy that I was going to meet new people who could relate
not only to me but to the cultures I had always cherished with my
family. As soon as I went to my first period class and sat down I
observed my classmates and noticed there were only two other
kids other than myself as persons of color. I was really confused
as I expected the same diversity as my previous school. As we got
out of class through the halls I tried to observe and see if I could
glimpse someone being other than white. Nothing. As my periods
pass 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th 6th, I can definitely count with one
hand the people of color I saw.
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Later that year one specific person decided to start the Latinx
Club which I found was a way to incorporate myself into a group
where I would find the same diversity I had always expected. We
did some stuff but it wasn’t major since the club was not 100%
approved until later that year. As the year ended, COVID had hit
which made us kind of depart from the club and really not start
much.
Now I am in my senior year and I was elected president of the
Latinx Club to promote the diversity as I had always wanted to do
in a place where diversity is not really mentioned or seen. I also
joined the equity team which is another way for the leaders of the
diversity clubs to talk about their experiences as a person of color
in school and talking about those experiences to the community
and other members of the board. Trying to change things around
school where we are all included and treated equally as white
people. As of today, I am sitting here typing this google doc trying
to figure out how much I and other people who are similar to me
have achieved!
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Me Mato Trabajando
By Mayra Bautista Zapien

Me mato trabajando
Early mornings
5 am
off to work
while I was in bed
and when I asked
Why
You would answer me
Me mato trabajando para que ustedes no tengan que trabajar tanto
Early mornings  
and  
late goodnights
you work hard
So we could have
an easier life.
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The Day

By Diego Hernandez-Gonzalez

The day my mom can come home
and finally rest,
is the day
I look forward to, the most.
My mom came to this country
pursuing the
“American Dream” like the rest of us.
She told me within the first few days of arriving,
it was off to work
because as she always says,
“A lazy person gets nowhere in life!”
She pushed herself to thrive
even though she still doesn’t feel
the full acceptance of this country.
She regrets coming here, she told me.
5 days a week of work was never enough
to achieve her dreams.
Neither was 6 days and
7 doesn’t even come close.
20 years in this country
and every one of those days
she has spent them
working 9-5
just to pay bills and
raise 3 boys.
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Through all that,
she comes home
and smiles
this is the reason
why I am willing to do
whatever I can to keep seeing
her smile.
Because she doesn’t know English,
I am always the one to be by her side.
She calls me her “right-hand man”.
Being so,
she taught me how
to translate for her wherever we go,
she taught me how to pay the bills
so I could do it myself when she needs me to,
go grocery shopping, and
be a responsible person
all at a young age.
I owe her everything.
She deserves everything.
I am a momma’s boy because of her,
I would drop everything
even if it’s just to
give her a glass of cold water
so she doesn’t have to get up
after a long day of work
Endless ambition my mom has.
I know she does her best
even though we never had much.
Her love is everything I need.
She always says to me,
“Cuando sales de la escuela me vas a poder cuidar
para que ya no tenga que ir a trabajar”
This plays back in my head every day.
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Of course,
I will take care of you.
Your actions proved to me
that independent women are strong enough
to go through any storm
and still keep going.
You never gave up on us.
The day you want to rest,
is the day I will care for you.
Just like you always did for me.
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Mi Hermana

By Juan Valdovinos

My sister never had it all
To grow in the land of the free
With none of the freedom
From when I was young, she has cared for me
Cooked & cleaned when my parents had to provide
Sharing everything was easier with her
A stellar student she was
Straight As with honors
Achieving greatness was her profession
I feel she could do anything
With strength that is beyond doubt
She carries pressure that diamonds could not withstand
Balancing everything, still being my other mother
Teaching me the scriptures of success in English & Español
Trying to reach her heights is all do
Maybe I could be just like her
Navigating uncharted waters of language & culture
Even with all the awards, congratulations, & scholarships
System failed her, DACA failed her
She couldn’t even be a dreamer
Opportunities out the window
There weren’t any benefits to reap
The numbers do not define her
No social did not mean she could not be free
But she wasn’t free to follow her dreams
But persevering is what she does best
It is ingrained in our blood
Fight on hermana, wind cannot knock you down
Soar in the skies of success, the sun will not outshine you.
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El Maestro  

By Jose Zacarias

307,470 teachers,  
307, 470 teachers in CA
21% of those are Latinx
And of that, only 5.8 % are men
5.8%!
I am the 5.8%
What does this mean for you?
for me?
You might never see me.
I might never see a person like me.
When you think of a K-12 teacher
what’s the first thing that comes to mind?
When you search teacher in Google images
What are the first images you receive?
In California  
over 50% of public school students look like me
I am them and they are me.
But you know  
I have been blessed  
I am the lucky one
The one who has  
Experienced a caring  
Latinx male teacher.  
One teacher throughout my whole K-12 experience. One, that was
it!
He represented me.  
He was the one
who looked like me,  
who understood me,  
who could relate to me
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and laugh with me.
That one and only teacher  
pushed me to apply to college,
helped me fill out  
FAFSA,  
Calstate  
and EOP applications.  
That one and only teacher
taught me how to apply for loans  
what to accept and not accept.  
That one and only teacher  
had enough trust in me
to co-sign my first apartment  
I am the lucky one
And today  
As I graduate with my  
BA and Elementary credentials  
I want to pay it forward
To strengthen
our community!
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Mi Gran Señora

By Yoselin Rojas Pineda

Mi Gran Señora, se que tu vida no era fácil. Nunca sabré por
lo que pasaste. Tú te pones una sonrisa, pero por dentro estás
sufriendo. Tu fuiste mi mama y mi papa en muchas ocasiones. Tu
trabajas dos trabajos para mantener a mis hermanos y a mí, llegas
cansada pero no lo mostrabas. Tus hijos son tu vida y cuando
perdistes a uno se que sentistes como si tu vida se estaba desvaneciendo, pero tu luchastes para darme la vida y más. Se que no
te lo digo seguido cuanto te agradezco, pero gracias por darme la
vida que tu Yoselin Rojas Pineda no tuvistes. Tú sacrificaste todo
para tus hijos para que tuviéramos un mejor futuro. Tu estabas
muy orgullosa de vernos graduarnos. Tu eres la persona más
importante en mi vida y ahora me toca darte la vida.
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Chapter 6:
Ñuun

(Fuego / Fire)
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How She Taught Me to Let Go  
By Natalie Raquel Acuña

My mother feeds me
The warmth of home cooked meals,
to adviceshe makes sure I’m full of.
My mom taught me to never go to sleep angry.
She reminds me this as my tears stain every step I take,
my shoulders slumping and my hands reaching out
to my stubborn ways.
She says, “You’re the only one carrying this weight. The only one
fighting a war right now is you. It’s too much of a load to carry by
yourself. Let it go.”
I bite my tongue that’s filled with rebuttals but
she smiles at me and says “you’re so angry”
How can I not be?
My brother and father can sit up on your pedestal,
they can watch me drown but I’m at fault
for never learning how to swim.
No one ever taught me.
She says control those emotions,
I ask her how.
She says she herself isn’t a master
but she’s gotten the flow of building up,
she builds and piles every angry stone, every concrete pillar
that she refuses to carry.
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She stacks them on top of each other and the moment of collapse
is earth shattering
Crates and shakes just so we can feel every chill within our bones.
She causes earthquakes and I’m still just flipping stones.
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Cerrando La Puerta
By Mireille A. Roman

I’m not sure when it started, when I had developed the itch to
drink, when I could not say no to another round, when it all came
crashing down. This drinking testimony is not a love story in fact
it’s more of a romanticization to keep going even when the going
bad. A story of an 18-year-old 700 miles from home with generational qualms that were thirsty for healing, healing quenched
by the gold at the bottom of a Modelo. This Rosa de Guadalupe
episode was my life these past couple years. These are snapshots
of my personal entanglement with alcohol.
I had my first drink during Spring Break at 18 in Elijah’s dorm in
College Creek, someone snapped a picture celebrating my sip of
a Great White, strangers goading me on. I had a taste of the goofy
giggles, the lust for making love, sloppy steps home accompanied
by Z’s giggles, and I got to Sankofa at six am like those song lyrics
say... I was finally a main character, the star of a movie, my movie,
this movie called life, my life. I couldn’t just let the drinks suck
me into a sinful consumption and I mean Jesus turned water to
wine so as long as I don’t lose control I could consume this. The shame
didn’t linger long because drinking was more digestible than
getting baked as a cake, Momma won’t mind.
When I moved off campus at 19, I began to enjoy the luxury of a
beer after work, a cider to calm the nerves, a shot to silence the
stress of school, a $5 Lagunita with my roommates, mimosas with
the girls at brunch. Then the invitations were to $2 Pint Nights at
Sidelines where I reminded myself not to bring my good shoes,
river trips sharing Black Cherry White Claws with strangers who
turn into friends. There’s the night at TJ’s where you pregame
in the car cause my friend beat cancer and drove up from The
Bay, I’m shedding tears of hidden sorrow for the dead homies
who couldn’t be out here for my birthday. I was in a relationship
with the consumption of alcohol as long as it was conditional to
celebration, I was growing up.
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It’s all dandy when the drinks help you process the growing
pains, there’s community, there’s comradery, there’s joy, other
people feel you, they know where you are coming from, they’re
there with you. There are hella people around when the rounds
are bought, when the pitchers are full, when the tabs have been
covered, it’s all fun until someday it’s not. One night someone
uses alcohol against you, robs you of your innocence as you lay
unconscious in your bed, you wake with the meanest hangover,
a head full of confusion, and when you realize what’s happened
to you. You run to the bottle to make it go away and it’s there to
receive you.
After that the nights aren’t filled with enough hours to have fun
outside the reality brought on by daybreak. An innocent flashback
to a spiked drink in my HSU canteen at the last football game in
Humboldt’s history justified my need to drink at school. From
then I snuck mimosas into the soccer games as I did homework
on the sideline, I had spiked a soda and drank it in the library to
make the study time fly by. Then one day I ordered a beer instead
of a coffee because it’s after 3pm in The Depot and why not? I’m
here to relax and play a couple rounds of pool. It’s okay to drink
after (or before) a three-hour lecture because “damn that was long”
and I’m going through a lot. A Black Butte Porter ain’t bad after
you’ve been dumped by your twin flame because that’s not easy
to go through after your midterms, it’s okay.
Then it became okay to have a mini shot from The Hutch on my
way to school at 10am, to pretend this michelada is just a V8,
it’s okay. If someone finds out, it’s okay, because it’s turnt, it’s
fun, it’s sexy, it’s cool, you’re cool, you’re drunk, you’re blunt,
you’re honest, you’re savage. You wildin’, you trifiln.’ You
have the audacity. IT’S ALL GOOD, you’re showing up, you’re
trying, there’s problems in your head that live up there with the
homework and the work projects you have to get done. You can
cry for two minutes in the bathroom stall but you gotta go back to
the meeting, the classroom, the lecture, the assignment, and then
you’ll go to the Cider Bar after. It’ll be fine.
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One morning I woke up on my new friend’s couch late to a
meeting, having to cross town to get there, showing up in last
night’s outfit. It only happened once or twice or thrice or sum,
“get it together Mireille, you’re getting sloppy, ‘’ my little voice
would remind me. Then I came to class a little more faded than
usual, I led team meetings smelling like the rum I downed before
getting there, I ran to The Depot during the 10-minute break at
lecture to guzzle down a beer so the professor seemed a little
more interesting. I would get to the bars earlier to enjoy the
atmosphere more, I would play pool longer, I’d get to know more
folks, and I’d mosey home. All excuses to have more time with my
lover, my addiction, my single, truest friend. When I got home, I
only had to be with myself unoccupied for 20 minutes before bed
and then in the morning my consciousness was drowned with
busy work to finish this degree…there’s no time to check in with
me.
It’s been two years since Sidelines closed, two years since I’ve
had a real bar crawl, I switched spots and drank at Tomo’s, but
it wasn’t the same. I was hungry for a fulfillment no bottle, shot,
or handle could bring me. Truth is I wish someone would have
pulled me aside and had a heart to heart, sometimes I wonder if
anyone saw the cracks in my character, I wonder if anyone saw
how yellow my eyes had become. I can’t go down that rabbit hole
anymore. I can’t wonder why folks couldn’t stop their lives for
me, I cannot feel entitled to folks like that. So I guess, I’m glad the
bar isn’t in The Depot anymore, just like as I’m typing this, I look
forward to celebrating my eighth month of sobriety in 11 days.
Eight months of excusing myself from the show at Richard’s Goat
cause I feel the need for a drink, cause I feel left out. Eight months
of standing firm in my “no thank you’s” when the same drunk
foo offers to buy me one at Bondies. Eight months of hot sweats,
nightmares, and 2 hours of sleep because of the withdrawals, it’s
been daunting, and in the end, it has been worth it for me. If I
could go back. I would sit down with myself, give me a hug, and
share some love instead of some liquor. I would listen, hold space,
and be there within a capacity I could commit myself to.
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I can’t go back; I can only move forward with the progress I’ve
made.
I can’t promise I won’t relapse and if I do I hope I’m there with
open arms to receive myself.
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Role Modelz

By Alfredo Muñoz Maceda

Young and influenced by a lot of my father’s actions
But then when he went to jail I wondered what had happened
I looked up to him isn’t that funny
Then later finding out he did illegal things for money
Looking at my mother wondering what I should do
I’m just a kid I can’t help with the bills and the food
Looking at the sky asking myself
Should I do what my dad was doing?
A piece of me was gone
When I saw my dad with an orange jumpsuit on
I lost my role model
But thank God I still have my mother
But I also thank my older brother for being my father figure
If it wasn’t for him, I wouldn’t have my life figured
This is for the kids that grew up without a father
Don’t worry homie there is people that can be your role model
But I understand the pain of not having someone
to guide you along the way
But please don’t lose yourself homie
Because sometimes our emotions can get to the best of us homie
Sitting in the living room with my own thoughts
Wondering how I would’ve turned out If I did have my pops
Looking in the mirror seeing a spitting image of my dad
Reminiscing about the past
And if my brother wasn’t there for me
I would’ve taken the wrong path
But no matter the indescribable pain
You can still make a change
Set yourself a goal so you can accomplish anything.
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Mami, Dios y Yo  

By Andrea Gonzalez-Gaona  

Mami siempre showed me how to be fuerte
Mami siempre showed me how to be valiente
Mami siempre showed me how to be intelligente
Mami siempre showed me how to have fortaleza
Mami siempre showed me how to be feliz
Mami siempre showed me how to appreciate una flor
Pero sobre todo,
Mami siempre told me to have faith.
“Si tienes fe en dios, el te cuidara.”
This phrase is something she’s told me since I couldn’t even begin
to comprehend it. I would hear the words, but they didn’t seem
applicable to me for some reason like I wasn’t special enough
or had experienced serious enough trauma like those who came
before us. Until more recently I didn’t truly understand. Now,
not only do I understand it, but I believe it with every ounce
and fiber of my being. This is a lesson I’ve come to learn in more
recent years, specifically in the past three that I have spent in
Humboldt County. Here, I have almost become homeless twice. I
have experienced racism, sexism, homophobia, disparity, hunger,
displacement, near death, fright, and much more. But throughout
all of this, my mami’s words resonated with me even more and
allowed me to move forward como una soldadita, as mi hermano
Jorge and mami call me. I found myself in my hardest moments of
pure and utter despair, clinging to my little statue of la virgencita
Tonantzin. Holding her ever so close to mi corazon. When I felt
I could not go any longer, feel no longer, I would feel this strong
urge to just hold her. With that, I had my mami and faith close to
my heart. A particular transformative moment between us all is as
follows: I was displaced out of my home recently in March 2022
and forced to hide out in a hotel with my partner & emotional
support animal for safety reasons. We were in a hotel for well
over a month, paying double rent to the home we couldn’t even
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reside in and the hotel itself. Spending thousands of dollars,
watching my savings account dwindle away as well as my hopes
for school following my bachelor’s degree. To make matters worse,
my partner got in a car accident and we both contracted COVID
during spring break. Just when things seemed to settle down,
life threw something new and all the more challenging our way.
Time after time, defeat after defeat I found myself remembering
my mami’s words and praying as hard as I could when I did not
know what else to do. When I spent hours of the night crying
after my partner fell asleep, the only thing that brought me solace
was clinging to my virgencita statue. When I had a panic attack,
again, I clung to my virgencita. It’s as if she had a magnet inside
that drew me to her in a truly inexplicable manner. When I called
my mom the day everything started on 3/04/22, as soon as she
answered the phone I told her “Por favor nomas dime que voy a
estar bien y que me amas.” Following her doing exactly as I asked,
I began to scream at the top of my lungs, “¡Amo a dios tanto, tanto,
tanto…y el me ama a mi!” I said this because diosito had sent us
so many guardian angels that day. A kind neighbor who helped
us tow our crashed vehicle during a storm, my precious partner
walking away from a bad car collision during a hailstorm with
only a scratch and concussion, the generous friend who let us
sleep at her mom’s that night, the supportive friend who provided
us rides to school, work, & groceries, the understanding boss who
allowed me time off from work. Everything that went wrong that
day had a guardian angel right alongside us. This is why when I
called my mami as I waited for my partner to get checked out at
the hospital, I screamed “¡Amo a dios tanto, tanto, tanto…y el me
ama a mi!” because I really did and he truly did. I was, still am,
and likely will always be learning more and more about what mi
mami meant exactly and why it’s so important. Gracias a dios, my
partner, cat, and I are in a beautiful new home with a great bounty
of peace, happiness, and faith. What is truly amazing about the
end of my story is that this property already had an approved
applicant, but they very randomly decided against it on the day of
signing their lease and during our great time of need… So, it went
over to us!
Do you see what mi mami, and now myself, mean? “Si tienes fe
en dios, el te cuidara.”
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Finding Home
By Ean Savage

Waking up, my memory
fogged I try to remember…
but can’t?
Where am I?
Who am I
What happened to what I used to know?
In this foggy town
I can hardly see my silhouette
I look around,
No one is like me
I begin to wonder
Do I fit in here?
NO, something isn’t right
It doesn’t feel warm here
This feeling of
vulnerability,
Isolation,
cold
I don’t like it
Am I in someone else’s home?
Am I invited?
Am I wanted?
I don’t know
I take a closer look
Their warm smiles
comfort me
I feel loved
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Where did I come from?
I don’t know
Who invited me to this world?
I don’t know
Do I even have a home?
The fog clears
I know now,
This is my home
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If You Were Around
By Anonymous

Where do I start?
If you were around…
I would know my culture.
I would know my language.
I would know the principles.
I would know me.
You were supposed to show me things a dad does.
You were supposed to protect me from boys.
You were supposed to teach me about MY culture.
Instead, now I am in the middle of 2 cultures;
knowing nothing of the culture that represents me,
knowing nothing about the thing that makes me stand out.
I am half Korean, half American, & often the oddball out.
I don’t want to blame you…
but I do.
I blame you for leaving.
I blame you for not visiting.
I blame you for not teaching me.
But I will continue…
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Somewhere, Yet Nowhere in My High School
Spanish Class

By Jordan Lavant

My lineage, my heritage, my history, where is it represented? A
single club? A single month in which we based uninspired projects and door decorations on the same black activists every year?
There’s nothing for us aside from the most brutal and violent
units of our history syllabus. There is no African Languages and
Cultures class. There is no presentation on the embracing of black
culture. There is no predominantly black class. The BSU carries
the entire black student body on its shoulders. There is no push
to make black students more comfortable in their own skin. No
minority should be deemed more oppressed or less represented
than another, of course not, but why do I, as a black student, have
to sit in a predominantly Latinx class, listening to a presentation
on their heritage when the same is not done for us. I have to void
my own trauma to embrace that of the Latinx community, but
there is no pushback for me. Educationally, the black community
is stripped of their culture to be little more than slaves and continuous victims of white supremacy. Where is our enhancement?
Where is the focus on our deep-rooted struggles that don’t revolve
around slavery? Fundamentally, where is the acknowledgement
of our variety of languages? I’m meant to spend four years learning a language and culture that isn’t mine? Oh, but it’s ok because
it’s good for me to learn about other cultures–any cultures aside
from my own. Bullshit. I’m an amalgamation of every culture but
my own. But then again, what is my culture? I don’t think I could
tell you. I’m too black to be white, but too white to be black, so
where do I go? Is it my right to be mad? To say what I’ve said?
What is my right? It’s hard to say. It always has been.
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I Will Always Answer “Here”
By Joy Hansen

I used to live there, with you.
Now I live here, with them
the people who listen to me.
The people that let me be
who I am,
something sadly
I cannot say you offered.
Nowadays, you might ask me, “Here, or there?”
Then again, you probably wouldn’t even give me the time of day.
You never did before, unless you were forced to. Anyway.
Without a second doubt, I would reply: “Here.”
Here, I am me. I am defined by who I am.
There, I am just what you think I am.
Who I was
didn’t matter to you.
You defined me by my economic class,
my home,
my parents.
Because of who you are,
that is something that you could not tolerate
I was never really going to be accepted by you.
I was a only a young girl then,
and I didn’t understand it.
But now I do, and I must ask, “Why.”
Why did you put me in a box?
Why did I trust you?
Why did I trust that you actually cared?
Why did I laugh when you joked about how
my family will never be seen as yours?
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That was there.
But here, I am me.
They define me by
my thoughts,
my actions, and
the things that truly make me, me.
Here my voice matters.
Therefore I continue to make the voices of
others heard as well.
Thank you for teaching me that
who I am matters.
But don’t think that I forgive you
for how you judged me.
If you ever asked me again,
I would reply “Here.”
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The Note

By Kimberli Pacheco

I’d like to think that I have never gone through a racist experience.
Everytime I sat and thought about it, I was always thankful that
I had never gone through that type of situation. That was until
my Junior year in High School. I was going through my regular
school day until it was time to go to my locker. When I saw a note
in my locker, I thought it was just a random piece of paper that
had fallen out of my backpack when I was putting away my math
notebook. I decided to go on with my day and walk to my history
class when I decided to open it to see if it was maybe something
important. That’s when I saw the word that had been used and
still is used to discriminate toward my people. The word beaner, I
felt my world crash once I saw it, my mind racing thinking about
who could have slipped that into my locker. I debated a lot at
that moment whether I should tell my history teacher or go to the
office and report it. But I didn’t. I didn’t tell anyone. I just kept
telling myself it wasn’t a big deal, I repeated it to myself so many
times that I actually started to believe it. I didn’t want to believe
that seeing that word had broken me.
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Classroom Dynamics - Being a Brown Film Major
By J. Abraham Montes

It should come as no surprise that studying film at the university
is like a microcosm of the broader film industry, meaning, people
of culture are severely underrepresented in this field. But what
really beats me down some days and makes me question whether
or not I chose the right path is when I feel excluded, like I don’t
belong. It’s not particularly motivating when you’re one of
the only brown people in your class. Out of 19 students in my
class, there are 2 Black students, and 1 other Latino student. Our
professor is also white. As a matter of fact, all the faculty and staff
in this department are white. Although, it may not even be about
the pigmentation of our skin, but more of a lack of perspective
and understanding. Out of all my classmates I am the only person
pursuing a degree in Ethnic Studies. As aspiring artists going
into an industry that is rot with dangerous stereotypes, sexual
assault, and the stealing of stories, then we must talk seriously
about racial identities and promote communication across racial
and ethnic divides. Thus, when my white colleagues can care less
about my Queer, Latino, Indigenous characters/stories I feel as
if they will become one more perpetrator to the problem that is
misrepresentation of people of culture in the media.
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Hieroglyph

The hieroglyph (glyph) artwork was created by Michael Tjoelker,
a student at Humboldt State University student in 2016.
The glyph is inspired by Nahuatl hieroglyphs used by the
Aztecs in Mesoamerica. The single glyph, tlatoa, denotes speech,
important speech, speech spoken by individuals who held social,
political, or religious positions of power and thus justified the
writing of their speech.
This Journal reclaims the glyph to foreground the power of speech,
the assertion that students already possess important knowledge,
and the primacy of telling their cuentos—of telling their stories.
By orienting four glyphs towards a center we intend it to mean
that the CouRaGeouS Cuentos in this journal are a form of
liberatory dialogue worthy of writing and publishing. Importantly,
it is a conversation within community.
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Nimay

(Corazón / Heart)
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Volume 5 Poster Design

Image 1: “Teachers for

social justice ” by jasmine chavez
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Image 2: Volume 5 poster designed by Imelda Valdez
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Dr. Marisol Ruiz
Dr. Ruiz has had a tremendous impact on the Latinx students
here at HSU as well as around the Humboldt community. Her
compassion and care for all of her students and community
members is the reason I am honored to honor her in this year’s
book as one of the greatest and most impactful community
members Humboldt County has. She may have only had two
children but she treats every single one of us as if we are her own.
She makes me feel extremely cared for and validated as a Latinx
student at HSU and I’m happy to share that this feeling is mutual
all around. Without her I wouldn’t be the student or person I am
today, thank you so much Marisol. This one’s for you from all
your Latinx students here at HSU. -Jonni Segura
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Dr. Nancy Pérez
Dr. Nancy Pérez is an amazing professor and we are all extremely
lucky to have been guided by her! Her leadership in Courageous
Cuentos is exceptional as she has opened the door for all of us to
tell our stories and become published authors!
Thank you Dr. Pérez, this is for you from all your students, we are
forever grateful and inspired by you!
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Author Bios
NATALIE RAQUEL ACUÑA (she/her) is a first-year grad
student in the Applied English Studies program. She enjoys
writing and reading poetry. She hopes to continue writing and
someday release her own chapbook. Thank you!
PERRIS ALFONZO (she/her), author of “Portrait of a Mother”
is from Los Angeles, California. She is majoring in Forestry
Restoration with a minor in Environmental Education and Interpretation. She enjoys sitting in the sun and watching plants grow,
with a good book to keep her company.
ANONYMOUS (she/they), author of “Relatos de una Mujer
Loca,” is from Watsonville, CA. She is majoring in English Writing
Studies and enjoys the outdoors.
MAILE BARNARD (she/her), author of “#IAmVanessaGuillen”
is from Escondido, Ca. She is majoring in Art education focusing
her attention on creating resources for veterans in the arts. She
enjoys singing, painting, drinking a good cup of coffee and
spending time with her loving partner, Erica.
ARIANNA BUCIO (she/her), author of “Mi Comunidad” is a
first-year majoring in Critical Race, Gender and Sexuality Studies.
She enjoys the performing arts, being in nature, and expressing
herself through fashion.
DIANA CASARRUBIAS (she/her), author of “Thank You, Dad”,
is from San Diego, CA. She is a third-year student at Cal Poly
Humboldt and is majoring in Art. She loves creating, whether it is
for an assignment for a class or just a way to let out her emotions.
She dedicates this poem to her dad, who is always inspiring her
to keep moving forward and to be the best she can be, no matter
what.
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GREGORIO YARASCA CASO (he/him), author of “A New
Upbringing in a New Community” is from Peru and is majoring
in Social Work and World Languages and Culture. He enjoys
reading history books and science articles in his free time.
JASMINE CHAVEZ (She/her/they), artist of “Teachers for Social
Justice” is from Ventura, CA. She is in her fourth year of school,
majoring in Kinesiology with a minor in Child Development. She
illustrated this piece as a way to promote social justice within a
school setting. She felt inspired to showcase the lack of cultural
representation by highlighting the importance of ethnic studies as
a major curriculum in schools.
JULIAN LENIN CONTRERAS (they/them), author of “Never
One Place.” Their hometown is Oxnard, CA. They are in-between
switching majors from biochemistry to biology. They enjoy
reading, playing Dungeons and Dragons, and playing video
games with friends. They hope this piece inspires others to look
back and reflect on life.
CHELSEA RIOS GOMEZ (they/them), author of “La Realidad
del Campo’’ is from Pixley, CA. They are in their second year,
majoring in Psychology. They wrote this piece in honor of their
mother who dedicated 30 years of her life to farm work. They
are inspired by their mother’s tenacity and try to live up to that
everyday.
GABRIELA GONZÁLEZ (she/her), author of “El Supermercado”,
is from San Diego County. She is majoring in English and enjoys
reading, writing, and staying creative!
ANDREA GONZALEZ-GAONA (she/her) is from Long Beach,
CA. She is majoring in General Biology, a degree she plans on
taking to veterinary school to become a Zoo Veterinarian. She
wants to become a veterinary doctor in order to work outside with
large animals who are endangered. Once she is in the veterinary
field for some time, she plans on going to business school to open
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up a Wildlife Conservation Center for rejected species. In her free
time she enjoys painting, cooking, playing video games and my
guitar, but mostly going on hikes with her boyfriend Jeff and their
cat Juneau.
ESMERALDA HURTADO (she/they), author of “Community:
The Journey of Healing”, is from Bakersfield, CA. She got her
Bachelor’s in Cellular Molecular Biology and is currently working
on a Master’s in Social Work with an emphasis in Health, Equity,
and Wellness. She really enjoys advocacy work and resource
development for marginalized communities. She is extremely
grateful to have been able to start a nonprofit called Recognize
Violence, Change Culture, with other HSU alumni where she
gets to do what she loves most. Her career goal is to open up a
resource center in her family’s hometown of Abasolo, Guanajuato,
Mexico and be able to bring equitable healing to her community.
JACKSON K. (he/him), author of “Samuel”, is a senior at Cal
Poly Humboldt. He is majoring in Oceanography and is minoring
in Scientific Diving.
JAMIE LAMBAREN (they/them/she/her), author of, “These
are My Communities and Spaces “is from Los Angeles, CA. They
are majoring in Zoology. They are passionate about human rights,
social justice, and environmentalism. They enjoy reading short
fictional stories, listening to music, and watching detective shows.
AMELYA MADRIGAL (She/her/ella), writer of “You are
Powerful” is from Sacramento, CA. She is in her fourth year of
college Majoring in Mathematics (education) while minoring in
Native American Studies and American Indian Education. She
wrote this piece for her ancestors, family, herself, and to anyone
who has ever felt embarrassed or left out because of who they are,
culture, or traditions. She hopes her piece will reassure others that
we are indeed powerful, beautiful beings who belong.
CHICA_MASA (she/her/ella) experimenta con la vida y los
colores desde las fronteras, con los de abajo, nos comunicamos
con semillas y soles, con maíz. Nos representamos, seguimos
resistiendo y luchando.
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NICHOLAS MAVROLAS (he/him) is from Juniper Hills,
California. He attends Cal Poly Humboldt, majoring in Environmental Science and Management with a concentration in
Ecological Restoration. I enjoy backpacking, fishing, and playing
guitar.
ROMELL MCCALPIN-CARTER (they/them), author of “Why
Do I Matter”, is majoring in Critical Race and Gender Studies.
They love watching shows about creativity like RuPaul’s Drag
Race and cooking competitions. Their favorite quote right now
from TikTok is “I have no dream job. I simply do not dream of
labor.”
J. ABRAHAM MONTES (he/they) is a Film major and Native
American Studies minor. They identify as a Latino/Yaqui/
Queer person and believes that art will be a core principle to the
liberation of all peoples. Thank you.
ABRAN NERI (he/him/el) author of “Ser Chicano…” and
co-author of “Edible Gardens” is from Los Angeles CA, Watts,
and Boyle Heights. He is a First-Generation Chicano majoring in
Critical Race Gender and Sexuality Studies (CRGS), with a Minor
in Native American Studies (NAS). I really enjoy the simplicity
of life and the complex nature of relationships we built with one
another. One Love.
MELISSA J. NIELSEN (SHE/THEY) author of “Junction City” is
majoring in Critical Race, Gender, and Sexuality Studies. They
have been living in the Humboldt/Trinity area for over 20 years
and currently work for a community-based organization in Trinity
County in the fields of Rape Prevention and Tobacco Prevention
Education. They enjoy being in nature, meditating, and traveling.
EMELY ORTEGA (she/her) author of “Change Comes from
Anywhere” is from Los Angeles, CA. She is currently a senior
at Humboldt State University, and her major is Liberal Studies
Elementary Education. She wants her abuelita to inspire others to
give back to their community. Her hope is to have people connect
with their community and embrace everyone with love.
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MIA PAGE (she/her) author of “My Asianness” and “Art in
the Humboldt Community” is from San Diego County. She
is doubling majoring in studio arts and art education, while
minoring in art history. She loves creating, sharing, and looking at
art and admires the power it holds to create social change.
MIGUEL PELAYO (He/Him) author of “Easter Lily Bulb
Farmworkers” is from Smith River, California. He is currently
pursuing his single subject credential in physical education and
is in his second year of an adapted physical education master’s
program through Cal Poly Humboldt. His background also
includes a preliminary credential in special education. Other
interests include community organization done through Del
Norte and Humboldt Country through True North Organizing
Network.
AUDRIANA PEÑALOZA (she/her) was born and raised in Kern
County. She is majoring in English Literary Studies with a minor
is Ethnic Studies. When she is not writing she enjoys reading and
watching movies, especially ones based off books she has read.
She hopes you like what she has written and remember to be kind
to one another.
KATE RAMIREZ (she/her) is from Norwalk, CA. She is majoring
in English with an emphasis in Teaching. She enjoys painting and
spending time with her guinea pig named Bumi.
MIREILLE ABIGAIL ROMAN (they/them) is majoring in
English Writing Practices and CRGS: Ethnic Studies, when they
aren’t at school rumor is they adopt random books from Tincan
Mailman and give them a home on their overcrowded bookcase.
They have been a staff member for Toyon Literary Magazine, a
student staff writer for Redwood Roots Digital Magazine, and
have been published through HSU Press. They actively run a blog
during their free time and live by three rules: Have Fun. Be Safe.
Don’t Die. Check out their art, essays, and creative non-fiction at
https://www.theopportunistzine.com/.
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ELIZABETH RUBIO (she/they), is author of “Mujeres en Arquitectura.” Elizabeth, or just Ellie, wrote this story inspired by one
of her high school friends. Ellie is pursuing a math major for the
purpose of teaching. Young people are the future of the planet
and education is one way to invest in youth and in the future.
Knowledge is power. Saber es poder.
JEWEL S. (she/her), author of “Grandpa John,” is from Salinas,
CA. She is majoring in Social Work and enjoys theater.
KIMIKO SAKUMA MCNEILL (she/her), author of “Why I
Volunteer en El Jardin Santuario” resides in Manila, CA. She
works as an occupational therapist doing physical rehabilitation,
and she identifies as a healer and caretaker. Her social activism is
through Cooperation Humboldt where she focuses on expanding
food sovereignty in Humboldt. Volunteering in the community
garden from Centro Del Pueblo, Jardin Santuario, has been one of
the most meaningful experiences of her life, and she is honored to
share her experiences with the community.
GEORGINA CERDA SALVARREY (she/her), author of
“Encuentro de Latifundios” is enthusiastic and committed to
feminist activism. She is a teacher from Monterrey, Nuevo León,
Mexico. This piece is important to her because sharing it has
helped her process her very recent experiences as an immigrant in
the US. She loves teaching, reading, and dancing cumbias.
JONNI SEGURA (He/Him/They), author of “Dr. Marisol Ruiz”
is from Los Angeles County. He is in his fourth year of college
Majoring in Environmental Studies with a minor in Geography.
He felt inspired to acknowledge the reality that is cultural taxation
in a school that lacks POC representation. He did so by honoring
one of the most influential and impactful professors POC students
have at Humboldt State.
JOAHNNA TOOL (she/her), author of “Discussing my
Community” is from Yucaipa, California. She is majoring in Social
Work and some things she enjoys are photography, hiking, and
binge watching.
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JOSE ZACARIAS (He/Him), author of “El Maestro” is from
Los Angeles, California. He is currently a senior pursuing his
degree in Liberal Studies Elementary Education, and a teaching
credential. Jose has been impacted tremendously by one teacher.
A teacher who he could relate to, who understood him, and for
that reason Jose has gone into the teaching profession to make an
impact on students’ lives.
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Why CouRaGeouS Cuentos at
Cal Poly Humboldt?
“CouRaGeouS Cuentos is a safe place in the classroom where
western views are broken down into the perspective of a more
representative part of the population (i.e., people of color). It helps
foster a cultural understanding amongst different races. This class
can also help create a sense of belonging and pride as well as
unity.”
					Evelyn Aguilar
“CouRaGeouS Cuentos breaks down western dominant
narratives and allows our students to voice their own counter-narratives. Having a safe space to share their stories and
experiences to community members who can relate to similar
experiences. Having CC is even more important at Cal Poly
Humboldt, because Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences are just
as important as STEM programs and shouldn’t be shadowed by
them.”
					Kacie Figueroa
“CouRaGeouS Cuentos gives a voice to those who have been
voiceless. It empowers those who have been silenced by providing
a platform for counternarratives.”
					Gabriela Gonzalez
“CouRaGeouS Cuentos is important at Cal Poly Humboldt
because it serves as a space where Students of Color can have the
liberty to express their own experiences and build community.
It allows them to feel seen and heard. It’s a great space where
solidarity can flourish.”
					Jackie Hernandez
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“CouRaGeouS Cuentos has earned its right to continue to be at
Cal Poly Humboldt because as a Hispanic Serving institution, it
should have opportunities for students of color to talk about their
reality through their own lens. CouRaGeouS Cuentos is one of
the few ways that students can feel seen and have their lives and
work be seen as valid in a system that usually denies that.”
Unique McCalpin-Carter
“To me, CouRaGeouS Cuentos bridges the gap between those
with stories to tell and those who can help put those stories to
words. At an institution like Cal Poly Humboldt, it is imperative
that students from all backgrounds have the opportunity to
connect with like-minded people and have a sense of belonging.”
Nyanda Callinder
“As we transition into Cal Poly Humboldt, CouRaGeouS Cuentos
is more important than ever. Rather than let the focus on the
sciences quiet us, we need to show off the voices from our
community to prove that our stories still matter. We need to show
that we are here to stay and not going anywhere anytime soon.”  
Audriana Peñaloza
“CouRaGeouS Cuentos is important to have at Cal Poly Humboldt
because the CRGS department is valuable apart from its uses
in STEM. We want to create a community that values creativity,
equity, unity, and respect, through our stories and hard work.”
Zoe Reed
“I believe that CouRaGeouS Cuentos is important to Cal Poly
Humboldt because it is a space in which students from underrepresented communities can express themselves creatively. It
empowers students of color and helps let them know that they are
not alone in their experiences, this is especially important as we
make the transition into a polytechnic institution.”
Joahnna Tool
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“I believe CouRaGeouS Cuentos is important to Cal Poly
Humboldt because it highlights the stories of student’s narratives.
And gives students the opportunity to be represented for their
authenticity. Lastly, CouRaGeouS Cuentos is important because it
represents the community, perseverance, and courage we all have
to produce such amazing stories.”
Steffi Puerto
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still shot from the film

“titixe”

by tania
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Hernández

velasco

Shicoó

(Vamonos / Let’s go)

Nacuin Sandiquitao
(Hasta luego /
Until next time)
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